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Attendance policies required in syllabuses
By Chad Williamson

Managing editor

"If I had gotten what I deserved, I'd have
a 4.0," BiU Hauon said about his HON 308
class.
Hatton was a broadcasting major in the
honors program when he took HON 308,
"The Symphony: Music as Cultural
Metaphor," taught by Neil Wright in the
1993 spring semester.
There was no attendance policy listed in
the syllabus for the course, only an "attendance requirement" that did not specify a

number of allowed absences.
Hauon said because projects were due in
a broadcasting class late in the semester, he
took 12 absences — approximately-onethird of the total class meetings.
"About the last month I believe (Wright)
decided to create an attendance policy,"
Hatton said. He said Wright took into
account his absences and gave him a "B"
for what he f?lt was "A" material. He then
appealed the grade to the honors department's Academic Practices Committee on
the grounds that no honors class he had
taken before had contained an attendance
policy, and no stated attendance policy had

been listed in Wright's syllabus.
"I always believed the class was more or
less an independent study course," he said
in a letter to Bonnie Gray, honors department chair. "The only value I received from
the class came out of class while independently studying selected symphonies and
books."
In his letter to the committee, Wright
said, "I seriously question whether it is the
policy of the honors program that students
are free to attend or not attend classes. I am
not aware that any such policy exists and I
doubt that most honors professors are really
that liberal."

Hatton's appeal was rejected by the committee. In a letter to Hatton, signed by Gray
and committee members Deborah Core,
Frank Williams and Adam Hall, the committee said, "On one hand, we find that the
syllabus could and should have been more
explicit about the relation between class
attendance and grading; but on the other
hand, we think it is sufficiently clear from
what is stated in the syllabus that a student
would not be justified in concluding that
attendance was relevant to grading."
Gray said she felt the attendance policy
listed in the student handbook, stating "the
university expects all students to attend

classes regularly," was "clear enough. "It's
the responsibility of the student to contact
the instructor after so many absences. It's
not prudent for a student to miss that many
times," she said.
Wright said he normally listed attendance policies in the courses he teaches in
the humanities department, but did not list
an explicit policy for the honors course
because "I felt I was dealing with students
who were more mature. I felt the maturity
level would be such with honors that (a policy) would not be necessary."
SEE SYLLABUS PAGE A8

Vandalism causes
elevator shutdown
■ Incident third
reported in week
By Chad Williamson

Managing editor
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Progress/BRETT DUNLAP

AN ARTISTIC MOMENT—Paula rjall, 22, a senior psychology major from Leburn, works at drawing the Interiors of the
Campbell Building during her art class Tuesday.

Loan default increased
over last three years
By Don Perry

News editor

The number of Eastern students
avoiding loan repayment after
graduation is increasing, despite a
national trend to the contrary.
Although the national loan
default rate is the lowest it has
ever been — 15 percent — since
the Department of Education

began reporting the figures in
1986, Eastern's default rate has
continued to grow year after year.
"We are seeing about a 2 percent increase (in the default rate)
each year," said Susan Luhman,
director of Financial aid.
Eastern, which has a 13.1 percent loan default rate, is second
SEE LOAN PAGE A8
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Vandalism caused the shut down
the three elevators in Commonwealth
£L
Hall Friday, Dean of Student Life
Progress/BRETT DUNLAP
Jeannette Crockett said.
WARNING—This sign awaited
Crockett said the doors on all Commonwealth residents after
three elevators had been knocked the Labor Day weekend.
off track sometime Thursday night
in the third case of vandalism lo be good readems," Crockett said.
Crockett said the shut off may
against the hall elevators last
not have meant much to residents on
week.
Chad Middleton, director of lower floors, but "it has more meanphysical plant, said the elevator ing if you live on the 20th floor."
The meaning was not missed by
repairman, after fixing the elevators
Friday morning, informed him "be some residents, however, who felt
wasn't sure how long (the elevators) the shut down was unfair to those
would last" with the continued van- who had not been responsible for
the vandalism.
*.
dalism.
"It was a very immature way to
"Middleton called me and said,
'Fve spent a lot of money this week' respond to a very immature act,"
repairing the elevators. What arc said Terry Campbell, a junior chemyou going to do (to stop the prob- istry and biology major from Hazard
who lives on the 20th floor.
lem)?'" Crockett said.
Campbell said surveillance camThe decision to shut down all
three elevators until approximately 4 eras in the elevators could be an
p.m. Friday afternoon was made by option in the future to catch vandals
both Middleton and Crockett. in the act.
"I thought it was bad for everyMiddleton said.
Hall director Leon McClinton one to suffer because of what one or
two people did," said Byron Jones, a
refused comment on the story.
"On the third time, it's getting to sophomore police administration
be son of a habit," he said about the major from Louisville who lives on.
the 18th floor. •
vandalism.
"We're trying lo prevail on students
• SEE ELEVATOR PAGE A5

Toronto offers an alternative to usual sites
Copy editor

place to go other than Fust Street
Our first stop —Toronto!

TORONTO—Tired of hanging around campus and
seeing the sites of central Kentucky? Want lo do more
than just head downtown on weekends?
Then pack up the car, grab a couple of friends and hit
the road!
This article is the first in an ongoing series about
some worth while travel destinations in North America,
all within a day's drive of Richmond. This series will
not only detail the cities themselves and how to get lo
them, but also how to make the trips as inexpensive and
enjoyable as possible. So, the next time you have a
three- or four-day weekend, we hope you'D have some-

Just 10 hours away from Richmond is Toronto.
Canada's largest city and one of the world's great metropolitan areas. However, before heading north, there
are a few things every traveler should take care of,
including currency and overnight accommodations.
Besides being a great place to visit, Toronto also has
toe advantage of using different currency. That is a plus
in this case because the exchange rate hovers around
S.75-U.S. lo Si-Canadian. So, while Toronto is a tourist
trap in terms of prices, the stronger U.S. dollar takes
most of the sting out of the higher rates.

By Joe Castle

The Great White North

And although Canadian merchants will readily take
US. greenbacks, Americans are better off exchanging
for Canadian cash before crossing the border. Most
banks will do this for free, and the exchange rate seems
lo be slightly more generous here. Plus, it keeps one
from looking like an absokiie tourist
There arc three major hotels within walking distance
of downtown Toronto, each with a different level of lux ury and, ot course, price. On rbe inexpensive end of the
scale is the Comfort Inn, where double occupancy
rooms run around $50 U.S. per night Next is the
Ramada, with double rooms starting at S6S U.S.
Topping oil the list is rbc Marriott, where two beds start
SEE CANADA PAGE A10

Johnson wants to bring
new ideas to the senate
By Linda Fincher
Staff writer
Fresh ideas and new projects will
be coming out of the student senate
this year, due partially to the focus
and direction of-vice president
Tommy Johnson.
Johnson plans for student senate
to pilot a program, tentatively
named Experience Learned through
Student
Applied
Research
(ELSAR), which is designed to.
allow students a higher level of
exposure to their planned careers
prior to graduation.

"It's similar to the old Mentors
Program, but with some changes.
We will have a list of the different
colleges in which teachers are willing to have students work with them
so they can gain Held experience,"
Johnson said.
"An example would be an
English professor who is working
on a writing having a student interested in English researching and
collecting information for them,"
Johnson said. "Faculty is helped by
having research assistants while stuSEE JOHNSON PAGE A10

Progress/JAY ANGEL

IDEAS—Johnson wants to Initiate new programs In the senate.
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Balancing act
Administration must address.child care need
Life can be hard enough for a student or
employee at a university. But imagine
trying to balance work and classes with
the care of a young child.
Child care is a constant struggle for anyone
who can devote 100 percent of his or her time.
For people who must divide^timc between
work or school and a child, it may be
enough to drive them mad. Simply
put, they can't be everywhere all the
time.
That is where day care comes
into play. For many parents, mere
is no other option if they want to
be both a parent and a worker or
student. Most homes have two
working parents, many of whom
return to the workforce or decide to
enter school soon after the birth of
children. *
Considering that, plus the large number
of single parents with no one else to care for
their children, the rush to find quality day care is a
battle no parent should have to fight.
So what happens to those moms and dads who
can't find a nearby day care center? What about
students like Dana Osbornc, a freshman who must
travel two hours each day to take her 8-month-oId
daughter to a sitter? What about faculty who must
find somewhere for their children?
Eastern must rcaliz.c it has to face the issue of
campus child care. It took its first step in 1984
when the student senate passed a resolution
proposing the formation of a committee to study
ways to fund a day care facility.
Ten years later the faculty senate began its
move to study the need for day care for faculty.
"There's little doubt about the need for student
child care," said Paula Kopacz, chairperson of the

faculty committee.
So where is the child care so needed by both
students and staff? Kopacz said any proposals to
faculty senate — which is still waiting for its
study results — have yet to be made. And there is
still no sign of any action to help remedy the situation for students
As with many other programs at
Eastern, the lack pf appropriate funding
is often cited as the reason nothing has
been done. But Lori Kanauss, director of the Kindercare day care program at the University of Kentucky
— where costs range from $68 to
$82.50 per week, depending on the
child's age — said many parents use
the child care reimbursement program offered through the Department
of Human Resources. With this program, qualifying students are refunded
the money they pay for child care.
Other day care programs have been set up by
applying for federal and state grants. Directors of
such programs claim the money is there for the
taking. As Sandy Johnson, director of the program
at Bryan Station High School in Lexington, said,
'There arc lots of grants floating around out
there."
So the real question is how long will Eastern
stand by as the needs of its students and faculty go
unanswered? When will the university finally see
the need for quality child care on campus?
Perhaps if our administrators had to live
through the lives of these people — a day of feeding and caring and diapering and studying and d*ri-.
ving — the problem would be solved.
Regardless of all the studies and debate and
funding problems. Eastern needs to wake up and
hear the cries of both the children and the parents.

Domestic violations
a

University should give victims a place to lean

.

■J±

Eastern semesters too long has been the lack of attention to the noticed that people are more polite
Every fall, when I compare
EKU's schedule with those of other
universities, I get confused and frustrated. It seems like we begin school
before anyone else and that our academic calendar is longer than virtually any other university in
Kentucky (and probably anywhere
in the United States).
For example, compare our calendar to that of the University of
Kentucky (as reported in the
Lexington Herald-Leader, Aug. 22,
1994):

impact of our calendar on student
incomes. Perhaps if students express
a concern, some action will be taken
to address these apparent disparities.
Paul Blanchard
Professor, department of government

People shouldn't be judged
on appearance alone

and courteous to those who have a
more pleasant appearance. Is this
really fair? Shouldn't we give credit
to the people who are beautiful on
the inside? The ones who give
something to society that isn't just
another pretty face, wc know that
attractive people can be intelligent,
fun and caring, so why can't we
accept that fact that people who
aren't as attractive to the eye can be
these things too?
It saddens me to see someone
hurt and excluded due to the fact
that some of us can really be cruel
and insensitive. Just think of the
pain we cause without realizing just
how much damage we are actually
doing to a human being.
People are all different. Imagine
how boring life would be if we were
all exactly alike. We may not share
appearances, interests, religions or
nationality, but this stands true in
nearly all of the human race. In spile
of our many diversities, we all need
love and companionship. We all
possess hopes, desires and expectations. We share the common feelings of fear, and we all need to be
needed. Most of us have dreams and
live from day to day waiting for
those dreams to come true.
Each person has a special Unique-.
ness about them, but we are probably alike in more ways than we will
ever be aware of. Although on the
outside we may be like night and
day, on the inside our hearts are
beating the same way.
God has given us all life. He gave
us a heart with the capacity to love
and a mind with the capacity to
learn.
Let's learn together to overlook
surface differences and love each
other for what we arc on the inside
where it really does count.

In today's society more and more
emphasis is being placed on physical
No one knows how many of these people allow
A girl lost her dream of an education at
appearance. People seem to have a
the violence to continue because they have no
Eastern because no one was there for
EKU
UK.
tendency to feel less friendly toward
place
to
turn.
No
one
knows
how
many
simply
run
her. She Was physically assaulted on her
•
rM
someone who is not as attractive as
away.
Classes begin
way across campus after leaving a 2 p.m. class.
Ayg. 18 Aug. 24
they are. Let's face it, we only want
Crime will always be a part of Classes end
Dec. 6
Dec. 9
After reporting the incident to
to be seen with people who are good
Final exams
Dec. 7-14 Dec. 12-17 for our so called image.
our society, and we must deal
her hall staff, she packed her
Domestic Violence
with it while nurturing victims
Clothes and went home, never
People who are perhaps overSpring
Jan. 1 to Aug 15, 1994
back to health.
to return.
weight, too short, loo tall, too plain
Jan. 12 Jan. 11
or don't dress in a way that is conSince the number of domestic Classes begin
From Jan. 1 to Aug. 1 of this,
Classes end
May 4
April 28
sidered stylish often have to deal
and
sexual-related
offenses
year, public safety recorded 22
■ Aggravated assault, 4th
Final exams
May 5-12 May 1-5
with a great deal of discrimination.
doesn't
seem
to
be
declining,
cases of domestic and sexual
degree—1
Commencement
May 13 May 7
The
reason for this is society's genperhaps the university or the stUr
assault, such as the one above.
eral
unwillingness to accept somedents
should
consider
establishPublic safety said there has
■Aggravated assault. 4th
It seems incredible to me (hat we one who does not fit in with their
ing some sort of support for the
been little change in the
degree/spouse abuse—8
begin classes nearly a week earlier version of what good-looking actuvictims and even the ahuscrs.
amount campus crime from last
than UK in the fall and yet their ally is. If people don't have the right
■ Assault, 4th degree—7
semester. During the fall of
A simple regular meeting of
semester ends a full week earlier clothes, the eight car or the right
persons involved and concerned than ours in the spring. Am I upset body and face, many times they are
1993,15 cases of similar
I Domestic abuse—3
because I would like to have those subjected to an overwhelming
could provide a shoulder on assaults were reported.
extra two weeks in the summer? amount of criticism and rejection.
which these people could lean.
We know these crimes hapI Rape, 1st degree—1
You bet. But it is the students at
pen and that every case will not
Sessions by public safety or
This is true not only in social cirEKU who should be most con- cles, but also in the job market.
other
campus
organizations
'
'
be solved. Perhaps some vicI Rape, 2nd degre -1
cerned. Obviously, a large propor- Many employers are guilty of turnabout how to prevent these
tims will never report them, or
tion of our students rely on summer ing a person's job request down
crimes and how to deal with ,
perhaps there arc no leads or
I Sexual abuse, 1st degre -1
jobs to finance a substantial part of because of physical appearance. Job
them could be very useful to the their college expenses. Clearly, an
suspects.
qualifications are less important to
general campus population.
However, while the police
Total assaults—22
extra two weeks of full lime summer some potential employers than the
Such
sessions
have
been
sucwork on solving the cases
income for those students could gen- way a person looks in comparison to
cesses in the past, but are now
erate several hundred additional dol- what the "norm" of society is. There
reported, someone is being forlars and make a significant differ- are times when the less-qualified
few and far between.
gotten. Someone like the girl
ence in their financial well-being.
Even with increased police protection, crimes
who was chased from campus by crime.
person gets the position simply
I have served on committees in because they were better-looking.
will still be committed.
Eastern has no form of therapy or support for
the past which have attempted to
With this knowledge in hand, we need to start
Isn't it true that when you are
those who fall victim to the ugliness of assault,
deal with these issues, but it seems overweight or unattractive you
healing the wounds already inflicted and prepare
domestic abuse, rape and other violent crimes.
that little has been accomplished by receive less respect than someone Susan Spencer Lutes
Public safety refers them to the Rape Crisis Center for those which will undoubtedly come in the
them. In my view, a major reason who is thin and gorgeous? I've Richmond
future.
in Lexington.

■
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Easy e-mail in just one lesson
Greetings, kids, it's your Uncle
Chad, here with a valuable life lesson which will make you a better
person, make you popular, make
you thin and pretty, clear up your
acne, make you hair thick and shiny
and help you understand the
; Clinton health care bill. OK, noth; Ing will help you understand health
- care, but it will do the rest of the
'Stuff.
Well, since you're cornering me,
;:
• it won't do any of the other stuff
cither, but it will help you become
an iniemctive part of your college
and your college newspaper, which
will make you popular with us.
So with that warning, here I present this little lesson I like to call
"How to Find the On-Ramp onto the
Information Superhighway Without
Becoming RoadkiU."
Now for all of you who may
believe the information superhighway is the road your paperboy travels to bring you the paper, here's a
quarter, buy a clue and join the '90s.
No, folks, we're talking the fastpaced world of the Internet, gophers,
MUDs and other incredible computer systems with similarly silly
names.
So what does all this mean to
you, the average person sitting there
reading this and thinking, "So, is the
schmuck- gonna make a point in the
near future or is gonna keep writing
to try and fill up space?"
Well, I'll tell you what this
means to you. Nothing — unless, of
course, you're plugged into the awesome (and FREE! NOTE THE
WORD "FREE" THERE!) computer
system the university has waiting for
you.
All you have to do is go up to
Academic Computing in Combs 207
and tell the smiling secretary there
you want to sign up for a VAX
account. Hint: Don't ask what
"VAX" stands for; if you do, the
entire cast of Monty Python
comes busting in, dressed like
Spanish Inquisition-era monks, and
... well, what they do to people
would make Jeffrey Dahmer go.

Up to:
UC Berkeley
To live in a brand new
dorm, students have to sign
a statement saying They will
not bring drugs, alcohol or
cigarettes inside.

Minnesota and named after its
school mascot, the ferocious, bloodChad
thirsty, mean and just-very-nasiyWilliamson to-be-around gopher, which must
strike fear into the hearts of U of M
opponents everywhere.
Perfect Blue
After entering "gopher" you will
Buildings
see a list of options. Scroll to #5,
"Campus News and Events" and
press return. Then go to #2, "The
Eastern Progress" and hit return.
"Dear God, man, that's disgusting!"
There you'll find the glorious disJust fiirout the form they give you
play of options, including a current
and smile a lot. Don't act nervous;
list of staff and how to reach us,
eyes will be watching you.
In a few days your e-mail log-on upcoming stories in the Progress,
will arrive, along with your passhow to place an announcement or ad
and how to send a Letter to the
word. That's all you need. OK, you
Editor.
will also, need one of those nice
By now, you'll undoubtedly want
computers located conveniently in
the lobbies of most dorms, as well as to send us a little note about somein the library, where you can log-in
thing, maybe a recommendation that
and join the fun-filial world of the
my column get more space each
week, and you'll want to know how
information superhighway.
to get that letter to us.
There are so many services
If it were some godforsaken
offered on Internet, the vast crossancient time like, say, the '80s,
roads of information systems you
you'd have to pick up a pen, write
can enter, they cannot all be
the letter and mail it via "snail
described in this pitifully small
space. The best bet is to explore. Go mail." as we e-mailers call it. But
not now, since you have all this
hiking on Internet, crawl into the
awesome power at your hands. All
dark comers, poke around and find
you have to do is this:
,
the things that interest you. If you
Exit "gopher" onto the main sysstay on long enough, you're guaranteed to find something of unending
tem where you get the "S" prompt.
Type "mail." At the prompt, type
fascination to you.
And because you're so intelligent "send." At 'To" type "Progress."
At "Re," tell in a few words what
and well-informed and want to be a
it is the letter is about. Then just go
contributing member of society,
you're going uvwant to find out
off.
Whine, moan, complain, tell us
more about The Eastern Progress.
what's on your mind, whatever it is.
Why not? You must be thinking,
Remember, we have rules in sub"Hey, this is an incredible publicamitted letters to the editor.
tion. There must be more!"
We reserve the right to edit letters
And, lucky you, there is. Here's
over 2S0 words, we will not print
how you go about finding out more
letters we consider inflammatory or
about the Progress:
libclous and we confirm each letter
At the "$" prompt, type
before publication, so we need a
"gopher." "Gopher" is part of the
home phone number with each letter
Internet system, so named because
so we can reach you.
computer people are so fascinated
So take these first steps onto the
with small, woodland creatures.
(JOKE! HA! Please, no angry let- information superhighway. And
remember, if you see a crossing
ters. At least not to me. Address
guard, it's only Al Gore.
them to "Selena Woody, Editor.")
Hey, he's gotta have something
Actually, the first "gopher" was
to do in '96, right? .
created by the University of

Down to:
Judge Kevin Home
This Fayette judge
charged a man with contempt of court and threw
him in jail for laughing in
the court room.

Compiled by Joe Castle

Question: What can Eastern do to make life easier for student parents?

y^
I
9
WHF
Kristi Beatty, 20, junior,
psychology, Ashland
"Make day care available. Take
people who are in child care
majors and make them do it."

Jamie Sams. 18, freshman,
elementary education, Somerset
"I think they should hire extra
help, or have a class for people
in elementary education, or child
care to help with the kids."

James Yates, 20, junior,
theatre, Fort Knox
"Start a day care program and
give parents the ability to have
more flexible schedules"

Michelle Griffith, 20, junior,
psychology, Florence
"By providing a work study
program with education majors
to provide day care."

Chris Goff. 19, sophomore,
undeclared, Pikeville
"Definitely day care for when
they're in class. Maybe help in
getting jobs that can work
around their schedules."

Rene Heinrich, 21, senior,
speech communications,
theatre and English, Richmond
"They might be able to institute
some kind of day care using
students."

If you have seen a great movie or read an
outstanding novel lately, write a review for us.
Call Doug Rapp at 622-1882 for more information.

Corner of First and Water

to:
The IRA

MONDAY
Happy Hour All
Day

After years of fighting
with England, the IRA
agreed to a cease-fire and is
holding firm to it.

Pitchers...$2.75
Bottles
$1.25
Bar Drinks..$1.65

Suggestions for UPS & DOWNS arc welcome. To make a suggestion, call 622-1882.

Get in class, then get out quick
OK, before it gets too late in the
semester, a few words to all the new
students at Eastern:
Get out. Fast.
No, I don't mean transfer to
another school or drop out'. I mean
make the most of your time here,
lake a full class load each semester
and get the hell out of Dodge, so to
speak. Trust me on this one. It's the
voice of experience talking here.
I'm not claiming to be the oldest
student at Eastern, nor the one with
the most hours of credit. I'm just an
average, run-of-the-mill fifth-year
senior who's already clawing at the
walls, screaming to get out.
Don't get me wrong. I like
Eastern. I'm proud to be affiliated
with this school. Over the past four
years, I've had some great experiences that I might not have had anywhere else. (By the way, if I ever
passed out in your living room and
you didn't kick me outside, thank
you.)
But, God, do I want out!
Over the summer I had a great
internship, and it made me realize
that I could be out in the real world
— a concept that dot n't frighten
me as much as it does jome people
— with a real job making money.
I could be paying off those financial aid loans, looking for a new car

I think now I'm up around 90,
maybe 100 hours, something like
that — after eight semesters and
three summers.
,
So don't tell me about slackers. I
was slacking when slacking wasn't
cool.
Freshmen, don't let this happen
to you! DO NOT drop classes lightly! Those dropped courses will one
day — probably about four years
later — rise from the dead to haunt
and torment you with the things that
could have been.
Scrooge had it easy. Jacob
Marley was nothing compared to the
ghost of MAT 109. (Speaking of
math, count up the number of times
I've used the pronoun "I" in this column. Build those numerical skills
whenever possible, kids!)
When I finally do leave Eastern,
I'm sure I'll feel melancholy with
my fellow graduates. I'll come back
for Homecoming and think about
how much I miss this campus and
these people. I might even want to
take a few more classes.
But for now, in the words of
William Corgan, I have only one
thing to say: "LET ME OUT!"

and moving into a nice apartment. I
could be employed rather than
enrolled.
I could, that is, if I had taken a
few more hours each semester and
skipped a few less classes.
I'm not trying to lay blame for
my delayed graduation on anyone
else, either. It's mine and mine
alone. I know that.
My first semester was a disaster.
I ended up with only six hours to
count toward graduation after signing up for IS.
After sleeping.in*too many times
and going home one Thursday loo
often, I had to drop a few classes
because I thought there was no way
in Paint Lick that I could get anything higher than a D out of them.
The semesters that followed didn't get much belter. Nine hours here,
Castle is a senior journalism
12 hours there, maybe one really
major
from Painisville and copy editough semester where I'd creep up
tor for The Eastern Progress.
to five classes. Ooooh, shudder!

[DNtSDAT
JUMBO
MARGARITA*
$4.99

TUESDAY
TACO & BEER
$1
2p.m. - 4p.m.
8p.m. - 10p.m.

SPECIAL
Friday & Saturday PACO'S will be open til
Midnight
HAPPY HOUR
1 0p.m. - Midnight

0

presents
GOODNITE MAXINE
8-9
THUR., FRL, & SAT
*&
pitchers Doors open at 8 p.m.

&

$2
■■
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NEWS BRIEFS

PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS

Compiled by Don Parry

Gilbert to speak to faculty

Students
with Stafford
Loans attend
sessions

Jim Gilbert, chair of the board of
regents, will speak and answer questions from the faculty at 4 p.m. Sept.
All freshmen 14 in Moore 100. All faculty are
who arc receiv- invited to attend.
ing a federal
,*
Network
Stafford loan are required to attend
Conference
an entrance counseling session
held In
before they can pick up their loan
checks.
Lexington
The 30-minute sessions will be
Lexington
conducted by the division of student will host this year's Regional
Financial assistance in room 108 of Neighborhood Network Conference
the Crabbe Library during the week Sept. 8-10. The conference, called
of Sept. 12-16 at a variety of times.
Checks will not be distributed at "Building Bridges," will include
these sessions, but will be available leaders from 11 cities exchanging
in room 3 of the Coatcs Building ideas for bridging racial, economic
and generation gaps.
beginning on Sept. 19.

^^jfipus

The three-day conference will
feature two nationally-known speakers on divwsity and racial relations:
Giancarlo flsposito ("Do The Right
Thing," "Malcolm X") and psychiatrist- author Dr. Alvin Poussaint,
who is on the faculty at Harvard
Medical School. The conference will
take place at the Hyatt-Regency and
registration fees are S80 for adults
and $50 for children. For more information contact Charlie Boland at
258-3123.
Highway deaths down

According to the state police, seatbelts and fewer drunk drivers have
helped reduce the number of deaths
on state highways by 20 percent this
year.

POLICE BEAT
Compiled by Stacy Battles

The following reports have been
filed with the university's division of
public safety:

Aug. 27:
Christopher L. Wells. 19, Stamping
Ground, was charged with possession of
drug paraphernalia.
Keith D. Willis. 19. Georgetown,
was charged with possession of drug
paraphernalia.
Steve Scrogglns. 19. Kccnc Hall,
was charged with possession of drug
paraphernalia.
Brian K. Ishmael. 19. Richmond,
was arrested and charged with criminal
trespass
Aug. 28:
Darren Lawson. 19. Richmond,
reported his vehicle stolen from the
Mattox Hall parking lot while he was
delivering a pizza in the Mattox Hall
lobby.
Aug. 29:
Jason G. Roberts, 18. Richmond,
was charged with disregarding a traffic
control device, possession of alcohol by

a minor and failure to wear scat belts.
Sandra Stargle. 30,*Libcrty, reported
her hook bag and books stolen from the
hook drop' at the University Bookstore.
Stargle also reported a book bag, books
and keys belonging to Cyndi Man/. 24.
of Richmond stolen from the same location.
Aug. 30:
Crystal Canada. 22. Todd Hall.
reported that someone had scratched the
driver's side of the vehicle she was using
while it was parked in Lancaster Lot.
Sandy Coning, 17, Sullivan Hall,
reported someone had stolen approximately S4S from her purse while she was
visiting a friend in Martin Hall.
Ricbard Woodside. 21. Richmond,
reported his bicycle stolen from the
Powell West Lot/
Aug. 31:
Jeffery Robinson, 24, Richmond,
rcportcj someone had stolen his keys
from the Alumni Coliseum parking lot
while he was playing basketball.
Sept. I:
William Lester. 19.*Dupree Hall.

reported someone had stolen the tail
light assembly from his vehicle while it
was parked in the Commonwealth Hall
parking lot.
John Becker. 18. Keene Hall, reported someone had stolen his book bag
from the book drop area of the
University Bookstore.
Dennis R. Wlmor, 19. Winchester,
was arrested and charged with alcohol
intoxication.
Michael J. Hlssong. 19. Richmond,
was arrested and charged with disorderly
conduct, alcohol intoxication and resisting arrest.
'
Sept. 2:
Kelly Howard. Bumam Hall, reported the rear windshield of her friend's
vehicle had been broken while it was
parked in Lancaster Lot.

Place classihed ads before noon on Mondays. $2 for 10 words.
For all your beauty needs, Mary
yourself. Call 1-800-932-0528,
Kay Cosmetics. Whitney Jones,
HELP WANTED.
Ext. 65.
independent Beauty Consultant.
Gall 623-5451 (evenings) or 623CRUISE SHIPS HIRING-Earn up Part-Time and Full-Time help
81 "i0 (days).
to $2.000+/mo on Cruise Ships
needed for lawn maintenance
or Land-Tour companies. Seacompany in Lexington. $6.00/
ATTENTION SAMFORD U.
sonal & Full-Time employment
hour. Call (Lexington) 1 -606-269- FANS: You're buying first round!
available. No exp. necessary.
2119.
Madison Garden's EKU Victory
For info, call 1-206-634-0468 ext.
C55341.
$363.60. Sell 72 funny college T- Party - Saturday after the game.
shirts - profit $363.60. Risk-free.
ROOMMATE CAUSING PROBALASKA EMPLOYMENT-Fishing Choose from 19 designs. Free
LEMS? Don't get mad. get even
Industry. Earn to $3,000-$6,000+ catalog 1-800-700-4250.
Visit Madison Garden for a big
per month + benefits. Male/
bowl of
Female. No experience necesCOLLEGE REP WANTED to
EVERYFARTSAGAMBLE Chili!
sary (206)545-4155 ext. A55341. distribute "Student Rate" subCHURCH DIRECTORY.
scription cards at this campus.
SKYDIVING INSTRUCTIONS:
Good income. For information
Episcopal Church of our Saviour
Train & Jump the same day for
and application write to: COLLEONLY $90! Lackeys Airport. US GIATE MARKETING SERVICES, Fr. Phillip Haug. Vicar. 623-1226
2323 Lexington Road (.8 mi NW
25 South, 6 miles from Bypass,
P. O. Box 1436, Mooresville, NC
of I-75)
turn right on Menelaus Rd. Sat. & 28115.
Sun. Worship: 8:30 & 10 a.m.
Sun. 10 a.m. For info call (606)
FOR SALE.
873-0311 or 986-8202 weekends.
FOR SALE: Raleigh 400 AlumiTech 12-speed bicycle. Also
WANTED: America* fastest
young men's suits. 624-4111.
growing travel company is now
seeking individuals to promote
Wanted: a responsible person to
Spring Break to Jamaica,
take on a low monthly payment
Cancun, Padre, Daytona,
on a beautiful console piano, no
Panama City. Fantastic free
Kasual Tees
money down. Call toll tree: 1travel and commissions. Call
800-533-7953.
•GtaCM NOVELTIES*
Sun Splash Tours—
• SCREEN PRINTING*
1-800-426-7710.
Super Deal! Couch and chair
• KMT!ROir>ERY •
excellent condition, very reasonEarn $2500 & Free Spring Break able. 623-2776.
• f-Xx t, COPIES*
Trips! Sell 8 Trips & Go Free!
H4Z SOl/TH SGOOND STREET. RICHMOND
Best Trips & Prices! Bahamas,
FOR SALE: 286 Computer, IBM
INEXT TO APPOU-O'S PTZZAl
Cancun, Jamaica, Panama City! RAM, 40MB Hard Drive. Mono606-.524-2724
Great Resume Experience! 1chrome Monitor-1624-3420—
800-678-6386!
$300.00.
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at
home. All materials provided.
Send SASE to Central Distributors, P.O. Box 10075, Olathe, KS
66051.

FOR SALE: Ivory wedding dress.
Still has tags. Bought new at
Wendy's Bridal Shop for $385.00,
will sacrifice for $85.00. 6222690.

Security officers needed. Great
for students! All shifts available.
Flexible hours. Please apply
Monday thru Friday from 9:00
a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 2623 Regency
Christopher Wlreman. 19. South
Shore, was arrested and charged with Road, Lexington. Hired on spot
with clean police record. Must
alcohol intoxication.
bring record check for interview.

Arizona Jack
Born: Near Turn of Century, Arizona
Attributes: Into facial hair;spokesman
for Old Slick Mustache Wax; admires
Harlan Sanders; admires EKU football
coaches' appetites

WIN A FREE GOLF UMBRELLA

MISCELLANEOUS...

Christopher M. Evangellstl. 21.
Harrisburg, Pa., was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.'

H/rnnm.../ wonder?

--

LESSONS AVAILABLE: Drum
Just answer the following question
Set/Snare Drum lessons available. Studied with Tony Girone of correctly and be the first to come
down to First Gear on the comer of
San Francisco Symphony. Call
623-3339 for more informatioa
1st and Main:

What arena was dubbed The

Would like to met a Brazilian/
Mecca of Boxing?
FUNDRAISING—Choose from 3 Portuguese speaking person to
Last weeks answer Two
different fundraisers lasting either assist in communicating with
3 or 7 days. No investment.
friends in Brazil. Call 624-4211 or Winner Nancy Rodgera
Earn $$$ for your group plus
(indMdua* ekgMe one win per tamMer. pkMM)
leave message.
personal cash bonuses for

- Come visit us for food, fun and suds!
or

Call 623-0330
for fast
FREE DELIVERY!

Could these
. two guys
be related?

EKU Colonel
Born: 1906?- .
Attributes: Also endorses
Old Slick; no last name;
longest living Colonel;
admires Roy Kidd

Come in and ponder these and other questions such as "What is a Grinder anyway?"
at Arizona Jack's!

Try our hot 8" Pizza Sub; Ham Sub; BQ Chicken Sub; Sausage Sub &
Meatball Sub, each only ».
$3.34
Steak Hoagies
$3.73
Salads
$2.12
Cheese Bread
$2.83
Garlic Bread
$1.42
Baked Spaghetti & Garlic Bread
$4.67
Uter Drinks
99C
Frito-Lay Chips
71«

Present this coupon for a

Present this coupon for a

Small 10" pizza with 1
topping & liter Coke

Large 14".pizza with
your favorite topping

ONLY

Be sure te bring bucks from Arizona Jack's silver mine!

ONLY

$5.43

$6.46

Expires 9-30-94

IHKJOExpires
9-30-94

Tax not included

Tax no)
included
it include

Present this coupon for a
I AJ t»U HI Hinder. 2 AJ bucju 01 I 2-IKJ. puu: 1 AJ >»..«. i>lt«>
pu.>jpniVIM< No. .alia .,th taker olfcr> a cnaa

Use 1 buck on
grinder;
Use 2 bucks on
12"pizza;
Use 3 bucks on
16"pizza!

Open until midnight after
Saturday's
Samford Game!
Open until 8 p.m.
on Sundaysl

Present this coupon for a

12" Medium pizza with
your favorite topping

14" BQ Chicken pizza
topped with BQ chicken, spicy Cheddar
cheese, onions and green peppers.

ONLY

$5.94

Tax not included

EXPIRES 9-30-94

/ONfcY.
■

V7»

$7.92
Tax not included

Expires 9-30-94

Hal AJ kdatintr 2 A) UlKI 12 nth pu—; 1 AJ »»c<> aa 1*.
piaae. Haea»i VHH* Hal »*H*I ■»■!» OBMI OT reap***.

Present this coupon for a

feoSftifaCKft

Carriage Gate Shopping Center
(Behind Applebee's)
809 Eastern ByPass
Richmond, Kentucky

624-1540

Present this coupon for a

The Party Pizza

Pizza Sub Special

Extra Large
20" Pizza with your favorite topping

Pizza Sub, Garlic Bread, & Liter Soft Drink
(not valid with other offers)

ONLY

$10.95

ONLY

$4.95

Tax not included

Tax not included

Expires 9-30-94

Expires 9-30-94
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Ramsey, Johnson chair first meeting
■Senate leaders
plan year's work
By Don Perry
News editor
April Ramsey
and
Tommy
Johnson chaired
their first meeting as heads of
student senate
Tuesday.
During the meeting, all the student senators were introduced and
most offered ideas and asked for
suggestions for improvements at the
university.
Among some of the things discussed by senators was the possibility of phone-in registration, policies
on developmental classes and checking into problems that arise when
English is not a professor's native
language.
Senators also showed concern for
some old issues.

As usual, parking was mentioned
as a major concern, as was the lack
of sufficient lighting in some areas
on campus.
Johnson, the new vice president,
introduced two new committees that
he would like to promote. PRIDE, a
new project, would help to make
improvements in the residence halls
on campus. Johnson said that if
someone saw a problem in a residence hall, they should report it to
him so it could be fixed.
Another project, ELSAR, was
introduced by Johnson, who said he
was very interested in the project
because it would give undergraduate
students a chance to work with a
professor in their chosen career to
gain worthwhile experience.
Ramsey and Johnson both said
they felt positive about their first
meeting.
"I thought it went very well,"
Ramsey said.
She said she also feels positive
about the senate as a whole.
"I think if we arc optimistic and
positive, it makes our senators more

positive," Ramsey sajd. "Then
they'll tell their friends and their
friends will tell their friends about
the senate."
Things will really start getting
underway next "week, according to
Ramsey.
Among the proposals that will be
brought before the senate at the second meeting will be the budget and
the plan to alternate student senate
meetings and committee meetings,
so that each would meet every other
week.
Ramsey said she encourages
everyone to gel involved in the senate, and said elections to fill vacant
positions will take place during the
Fall Fcst Oct. 4.
Student senate meetings arc held
at S p.m. each Tuesday in the
Jaggcrs Room of the Powell
Building, and all students are welcome to attend. Ramsey said a student or organization who planned to
speak at a meeting should stop by
the Student Association Office at
least one day before the meeting so
theycan be added to die agenda.

ELEVATOR: Maintenance costs $12,600 a month
Continued from tront page
Jones said the trouble caused by
the shut down was increased by
having to carry all of his luggage
down the stairs to go home for the
weekend.
Middleton said the persons
responsible were very intent on

knocking the elevators off track.
"It takes a pretty good kick or
bump," he said. "You have to do it
on purpose."
Crockett said the elevators in
Commonwealth were renovated two
years ago at a cost of $200,000.
Monthly maintenance on all campus
elevators costs $12,600 a month.

including preventive work and
labor.
Crockett said it is necessary to
keep all three elevators in
Commonwealth operating because
of the hall's 20 stories.
"To operate a building like
Commonwealth with one elevator is
impossible," she said.

Monarch
6.39 ctn.
690 pk.
Best Value

6.39 ctn.
690 pk.
GPC
6.39 ctn.
690 pk.
Private Stock
6.39 ctn.
690 pk.
Vantage

9.29 ctn.
940 pk.
Salem

9.29 ctn.
940 pk.
Camel Special Light
7.19 ctn.
710 pk.

Harley Davidson
7.19 ctn.
710 pk.
Style
7.19 ctn.
710 pk.
Marlboro
IMlStyU.)

WANTED: News & Sports writers
Call 622-1881

11.99 ctn
1.19 pk.
Basic (All Styles)
9.59 ctn.
990 pk.
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STATHER'S FLOWER SHOP

Skoal Products

1 Dozen Roses

1.99 roll
18.99 tube

$7.95
Expires 9-14-94
Wrapped in Paper
Cash & Carry ONLY

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Cigarette Smoke contains
Carbon Monoxide.

We Carry

Pipe Tobacco

630 Big Hill Avenue

Cigars
Scrap Tobacco

Richmond, KY 40475

624-0198

Discount Tobacco
908 East Main Street
624-4400
I

VISIT CAREER DAY
Wednesday,
September 14,1994
in KEEN JOHNSON
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
50 plus organizations

BUSINESSES„
Comptroller of The Currency
Corning, Inc.
Cumberland River Comp.
Care Center
Designs, Inc.
Enterprise Renl-A-Car
FBI
FDIC
Fifth Third Bank
Frito-Lay, Inc.
Hamilton Co. Dept. of Human
Services
Healthcare Recoveries
Hitachi Automative

Horace Mann Ins. Co.
Hyatt Regency-Lexington
Kenton Co. Airport Bd.
KY Air National Guard
KY Utilities Co.
Lexington Div. of Police
Louisville, Civil Service
Mutual of Omaha
Northwestern Mutual Life
Norwest Financial
R.R. Donnelley & Sons Co.
Parisian
SAFECO Ins. Co.
Social Security Admin.
Transportation Cabinet
UPS

USDA-Farmers Home
Admin.
U.S. Marine Corps
U.S. Navy
U.S. Secret Service
USDA-Soil Conservation
Svcs
WKOO-FM
WKYT-TV
WMXL-MIX 94.5
Woodmen of The World Life
Ins.

APUATE ft PRQF.
HQQLS
Austin Peay State Univ.

SPONSORS

Career Development & Placement
Multicultural Student Services
Cooperative Education
EKU Graduate Schools
THE EASTERN PROGRESS

rx

»t

Morehead State Univ.
Murray State Univ.
Ohio Univ./Psych. Dept
Philadelphia College of Osteo.
Med.
Samford Univ. School of
Pharmacy
Univ. of Cincinnati

U.C. College of Law
Univ. of Kentucky
U.K. Medical Center
West VA Sch. of Osteo. Med.
Montegomery Co. Bd. of Ed.
Warren Co. Schools
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TYPING-TYPING
Will type, for you
Days, Evenings, or
Weekends. Disc
available for you to
edit your work.
Call Lynn
#623^2993

p

TYPING-TYPING
***************

Alpha Delta Pi

Progross/JAY ANGEL
HEY U!—Bill Mote and his staff produce the Ul television show from Donovan Annex Room 007.

Student
By Stacy Battles
Assistant news editor
A television show covering residence hulls, sororities, fraternities,
clubs, organizations and sports is
new to campus this semester.'
U! Television, produced by the
residential development and education department, will air at 5:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday on campus cable
channel 40.
Bill Mote, a broadcasting major
and producer/director of U!
Television, said that the idea for the
show developed last semester.
The former director of education,
Mclanie Tyncr-Wilson suggested to
Mote that he should create a television show for Eastern.
Mote got the U! idea logo from

r

would like to introduce
its Fall '94 Alphas

ces TV for U!
another network. He chose U!
because as he puts it, you put the "u"
in EKU, or, in simpler terms, the students make the university.
Krista Hood, an interior design
major, designed the program's logo.
The show will focus on
Residence Hall Association programs.
"The RHA is a big contributor to
what we do," Mote said, "The resident assistants help us put the show
together and lay out what will be
included."
The main focus of this week's
show is the rape prevention seminar
held last Monday night.
Samantha Spalding, a broadcasting major and journalism minor and
anchor for U! Television feels that
this show is extremely important.

Though the focus of this week's
show is serious, both Mote and
Spalding agree that the show will
also try to entertain its viewers.
"We're trying to be a lot more
entertaining than serious, so people
will be more interested in what's
i oing on," Mote said.
"We want to keep interest in the
program by changing the focus each
week," Spalding said.
Mote expects a large viewer audience and hopes students will suggest
ideas for stories as the show goes on.
Other members of U! Television
include executive producer Robby
Morton and anchor Melody Mason.
Faculty contributors include Fred
Kolloff, director of media resources
and Ron Wolfe, chair of the department of mass communications.

COUPON

FREE WASH
(top loader)
with this coupon
Limit 1 per visit
Expires 9-25-94

MOTHERS LAUNDRY
Shoppers Village
Eastern By-Pass
8am-to last wash 9pm

623-5014
Clean Store,
Clean Machines,
Clean Clothes
we honor competitor's
coupons
' (offer not good with other
_ _discounts.or_specials_ .

Dai rij
Queen

12 oz. Blizzard

ONLY

99<*
(with coupon)

Big Hill Avenue
Richmond; KY 40475/
*■ US Pit OH Am 0 0 Corp C«m*N 1991

AT

DO Corp Mpls MS prmtvd m U S A

We Treat You Right!

PATA

VA^Bil/^%

Kimberly BeJT
Beth CarrjSIl
AmancTa Dearing
Megan Gybert
Stephanie Garland
Nickki Hammons
Lisa Hartkey ^
Sarah Houchin
Brook Hudson
Robyn Johnson
Marra Johnson
Anne Kelly

v ]j

•

OBIC

Thercse Lee
Kari Noland
Erin Robinson
Melissa Riggs
Christi Saylor
Laurie Simpson
Shannon Thurmond
Elten Wilson
Erin Wood
Autonin Wreen
Betsy Wright

Friendship
in the
Age of AIDS

"Not only are these
guys knowledgeable on
the subject, they are
real life people that we.
as students, can relate
to...they somehow
manage to keep you
laughing between the
tears."
Amy Smith.
University of Oregon

Sponsored By:
Interfraternity Council
Panhellenic Council
Office of Student Development University Center Board

Karen Bailey
Emily Boydston
Christina Brashear
Tara Brewster v~ir
Tricia Burton
Kasey Coffman
Anita Compton
Billie Duff
Rebecca Falkenberg
Martha Fefenbush
Tiffany Foutch .
LaRaina Gaines
Jodi Gallagher
Janae Grader
Tarnitha Halenkamp
Amy Harrington

Candace Helton
Mendy Hicks
Andrea Johnson
Rachel Johnson
Elizabeth Lee
Mia McCowan
Amanda Poteet
Pam Reams
Becky Riddell
Jodi Schmidt
Amanda Sloan
Christa Toole
Alison Vargason
Ellie Weber ■
Christie Willoughby
Kelley Zurkuhlen

Joel
Goldman
and
T.J.
Sullivan
Two fraternity men . . . they never thought HTV
happened to people like them, until one of them
became HTV positive. Come learn how HTV has
touched their friendship and how you can
protect yourself, your friends and your family.

SUNDAY - SEPTEMBER 18, 1994
BROCK AUDITORIUM - 7:00 p.m.
ADMISSION IS FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
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Common Ground rallies
with Richmond parade
By Selena Woody
Editor

Progress/KATHY WILSON POYNTER

NEW CHAIR—Virginia Wright Is the new faculty senate chair.

Wright leads faculty senate
By Kathy Wilson Poynter
Staff writer

Virginia Wright's campus office
is well organized, considering how
much this economics professor has
to do.
On a- shelf are three sets of folders, two for classes and one for her
new job of the faculty senate chair.
Wright is going into her new
position with an opcrrmind.
"I think of my role this year as a
process of learning. I sec myself as a
facilitator. There is a need for faculty and administration to talk to each
other, so that there is no us or them,"
she said.
Wright teaches health care economics, in addition to her chair.
"One of my concerns is general
education, and the way that all of us
in our classes help students develop
reading, speaking and math skills to
express themselves," Wright said.
Many students won't speak up in
class because they might give the
wrong answer, Wright said.
"Make it clear that the important
thing is that you get involved. Most
of our learning comes from mistakes. Teaching and learning is a
process of communication," she
said.

Wright plans to listen to the faculty and administration to become a
communication link that will make
the university stronger in the senate.
"I don't come to the position with
an agenda of my own," she said.
She is new to the faculty senate
chair, but her experience isn't completely limited. Her husband. Ward
Wright, was the faculty chair for the
1990-91 academic year, and she* is
currently serving the last year of her
second term in the senate.
Wright said she wants to be very
fair in her new job.
"I am a facilitator. I want to make
that (the Senate) go smoothly. The
faculty chair is to make sure everyone can communicate," she said.
Faculty senate has some new
members, and some that have been
there for a while, a mix Wright feels
is. beneficial.
"The senate has a real variety. (It
offers) a broad representation of service at Eastern that comes with different perspectives," she said.
Wright expects the senate to be
filled with new issues this year.
If a problem should arise, Wright
has a definite idea on what she
should do.
"Be open and listen to both
sides." she said.'

Highlander Laundromat & Keeneland Wash & Dry &
Tanning Salon
Tanning Salon
207 Geri Lane
155 South Keeneland Dr.
(Off EKU Bypass Between (Off N-25 in Bluegrass Jet.)
Richmond, KY 40475
Porter & St. George)
Richmond, KY 40475

Common
Ground is taking
its plight to the
streets
of
Richmond.
The group,
which is based in
Madison County
and composed of citizens who advocate safe disposal of chemical
weapons, will march down Main
Street, Sept. 25, to increase awareness of chemical weapons.
The International Day for Safe
Chemical Weapons Disposal will
feature marches and activities at all
eight U.S. chemical weapons stockpile sties and several Pacific and
Russian sites.
Richmond marchecs, who arc
concerned about the disposal of
weapons in general, have the local
Bluegrass Army Depot in their
immediate mind. The Madison
County depot houses 1.6 percent of
the U.S. stockpile of- chemical
weapons.
"Anyone who wants safe disposal
of the weapons should come to this
march," said Melissa Tucky of the
Kentucky Environmental Foundation
in Berea. "Many people don't know
about the depot or aren't up to date
on it. They can find out here."
The march will begin at 3 p.m. at
the Madison County Library on
Main Street and will continue to
Madison Middle School.
Entertainment provided at the school
will include music and speeches.
Posters and signs carried in the
parade will be judged for prizes 81
the school.
Common Ground and KEF want
to raise the voices of citizens who
opposes the Army's plan to build an

incinerator near Richmond. Through
the planned marches, the groups
hope to reach Congress, which is in
the middle of voting on funding for
the chemical weapons disposal program.
"In the last three years, citizens,
have really played a role in these'
decisions, but that's at a turning
point," Tucky said. "It almost seems
as if no one is listening to AIS anymore."
The current proposal under consideration by Congress, the 1995
Defense Authorization Act, includes
funding for the construction of incinerators in Arkansas, Alabama and
Oregon.
However, the Army announced
last month that there may be safe
alternatives to incineration and was
given S21 million by Congress to
look into the issue.
'That is around 2 percent of their
budget being used to determine new
technology," Tucky said. "Thai's not
very aggressive. It's misleading and
confusing to people who care about
this issue."
The Chemical Weapons Working
Group, a unit of approximately 30
people from each U.S. stockpile site,
met in March and agreed upon a single plan for disposal of the weapons.
The Citizens Solution, advocated by
KEF and Common Ground, proposes neutralization of the chemical
agents through chemical and physical means.
Tucky said the International Day
march is an effort to bring new
attention to the common issue of
chemical weapons destruction in
Madison County.
"Our strength is in the national
and international coalition," Tucky
said. "We have to be concerned with
what goes on everywhere to get
things done here."

Be sure to check out the
Career Day ad on A5.
There's career
information
for you!
< Ml I li |,

tflNrMm
/''
I »KHK IM1|7

$ 7.99

J

SPECIAL
Mon& Tue

!%incon Meccano
263 East Main %
fc^/f-CQIT/f
(Downtown)
**'£* 'W54

<suBwnv*

623-2126
623-9887

WE DELIVER
624-9241

Large capacity washers for
blankets, quilts, throws, and
bulky clothing.
On premises wash and fold
service.

SCORE BIG WI' I A GAME.SPECIAL
Buy a
Footlong and
get any
6"Subfor !
•990
!

Attendant on duty.
Tanning Salon
Come In and Celebrate Autumn
with Us! You could win "Free"
laundry!

EXPIRES 9/11/94

'

nthe
f
?Second
,Tw°
& Water ' GO BIG EKU

McCoy's Laundromats Inc.

Marines

ThtHm T*Pnm£71*.Harmm

For more information about Marine Corps Officer Programs,
please see first Lieutenant lohn Szczypinski or Sergeant Gary
Whitaker,it the Grill on September 13 & 14, November 2 & I
and December b & 7 or call 1-800-858-4.086.

Arose isaiose
even when its a

SERVING RICHMOND

623-0030
OPEN DAILY AT 11 A.M. FOR LUNCH UNTIL LATE NIGHT!

10'SMALL
CHEESE PIZZA.
ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS ....

12" MEDIUM
CHEESE PIZZA

$3.49
69e

$4.29

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS
99c
PAN AVAILABLE AT AN ADDITIONAL CHARGE ON 12".

14"LARGE
CHEESE PIZZA.

$4.99

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS
$119
AVAILABLE TOPPINGS PEPPERONI. SAUSAG."
MUSHROOMS. ONIONS. GREEN PEPPERS. HAM
GROUND BEEF. GREEN OUVES. BLACK OLIVES.
BACON AND BANANA PEPPERS

1 Dozen Roses
"CASH & CARRY
ONLY*

qh

$8.95

WITH YOUR FAVORITE PIZZA!

Wrapped
in paper
only

You'll love the taste of Domino's Buffalo Wings.. .spicy chicken wings
marinated in our special sauce.. .each order delivered hot and
delicious with your pizza every time.

Village Florist 623125 S. Third St. 0340

Unknum purchaaa may be raquirad lor dakvwy. Oltari valid with coupons only

NO COUPON NECESSARY.. JUST ASK FOR CAMPUS SPECIALS!

t»

.

•

CLASSIC STEAK
HOAGIE
$3.99
8" WITH ONIONS. PICLES. PIZZA SAUCE
AND CHEESE
HOT WINGS
$3.99
AN ORDER OF 8
BREADSTICKS.
$1.99
AN ORDER OF 8
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Jobs, careers
showcased
Sept. 13

SYLLABUS: Report required
Cdntlnued from front page

Gray said the honors department
has drafted a "bill of rights" for students and faculty, which includes an
attendance policy.
"This is an upfront 'what we
expect and what you can expect
from the program' statement," she
said. "We want to make as explicit
as we can (the attendance policy)."
Russ Enzie. vice-president of
academic affairs and research, said
all syllabuses are required to have
an attendance policy.
"I don't think it should be something easily debated," Enzie said.
"It should be something that can
just be easily viewed."
Wright said when he leaclfts the
class next year he will include an
specific attendance requirement.
In addition to questions about
attendance policies, midterm grades
have become a factor due to a new
ruling passed by the faculty senate
last year.
According to the university faculty/staff handbook, each "syllabus
will describe a mechanism by which

WANTED:

the instructor will provide students
with written information on their
progress in the course at least once
prior to the midpoint of the course."
For most teachers that means
giving the students a written note Progress staff report
telling them their grades before
midterm.
Students looking for a job —
"(The faculty senate) thought especially minorities — should not
it was wise so all students would pass up Keen Johnson Wednesday,
know where they stand in the Sept. 14.
course," Enzie said. "It was just
The annual Career Day,
to formalize what all teachers Multicultural
Career
Day,
do."
Cooperative Education Day and
But at least one teacher thinks Graduate and Professional School
the new policy is wrong.
Day will take place from 11 a.m. to
"That musuhavc been some idiot 3 p.m.
in administration to come up with
The day brings dozens employers,
that," said Raymond Otcro, a pro- agencies and organizations to camfessor of biology. "It doesn't lake a . pus to talk with students about their
mental giant to add up your futures.
midterm grade."
The eve ^is sponsored by the
Otero said he felt the policy was Division of Career Development and
"an insult to students."
Placement, The Eastern Progress, the
"This is science," he said of his ^Office of Multicultural Student
class. "We do things differently."
Services,
the
Division
of
He said he felt students in his Cooperative Education and the uniclasses were capable of figuring out versity graduate school.
their own midterm grades.
Professional and graduate schools
also attend the event and offer information.
'This is a great way for students
to get early exposure to employers
paid back.
and ga>n job experience," said
She said some students did not Sandra Moore, director of
understand that interest began Multicultural Student Services. "It's
immediately on unsubsidized loans kind of liKe window shopping."
and repayment must begin as soon
The similar purpose of each of
as the student left school.
these events and the hope of drawing
In an attempt to help prevent more minority interest to them
future defaults, counseling sessions caused the four sponsors to bring
are being offered to freshmen who them to the same time, place and
will receive student loans for the day.
l ii si time.
"We have a growing number of
Although the Stafford Loan
students participating in the event
default rate is high, Luhman was each year," Moore said, "but we
quick to point out the low default need more of our ethnically undcrrate on the Perkins Loan, which is
rcprcscntcd students coming to these
■also distributed through the univer- events."
sity.
Moore said employers and orgaAccording to Luhman, the
nizations often come to the universidefault rate on the Perkins Loan is ty with the desire to hire minorities
4.7 percent.
on the spot, but with the lack of
The Perkins Loan is offered to interest in the area, people are not
students on a need-based formula, found.
and some of the students who
In an effort to curb this trend, the
receive the loan arc part of the
Multicultural Student Services office
teaching, corrections, social work
will host a Minority Job Search
and health departments. Some stuSeminar at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the
dents will not have to repay the
Kcnnamer Room of the Powell
entire Perkins Loan after gradua- Building.
tion, if they have to pay it at all.
The panel seminar will advise
"Our loan accounts people here
students on how to approach job
do a real good job of contacting stupossibilities, how to prepare for an
dents," Luhman said.
interview and what to expect from
Luhman said it was the universiinterviews.
ty's job to process loan applications,
- This is the fifth year for the semibut it was left up to the lenders or
nar and the 10th for the day-long
the student loan to make sure that
events.
payments arc being made.

LOANS: Default at 13.1 percent
Continued from front page
among Kentucky universities —
lust behind Kentucky State, which
has a default rate of 28.1 percent,
according to a report released by the
Department of Education.
The report was based on students
who were supposed to begin repaying their loans in 1992, the most
recent year studied.
A student defaults on a loan
when he or she either graduates or
leaves the university and does not
begin repaying the, loan within 180
days.
Luhman said the rate had
increased in each of the last three
years due partially to the availabilily of unsubsuli/ed Stafford Loans
and the decrease in grant money
awarded.
"Over the past few years, grants
and free-money have decreased,
while they have made it easier to
receive student loans," Luhman
said.
Any student can receive an
unsubsidized loan, which starts
charging interest as soon as the student receives the loan, and many do
not realize the consequences of taking such a loan, Luhman said.
Luhman said she is also concerned with making sure all students receiving student loans are
aware that the loans will have to be

Italian

Do you frequently
find yourself sitting
alone hi your dorm
room, a Supersize
bag of corn chips
lying next to you on
your bed, intently
watching as the plot
of a soap opera
rambles on, wishing
you could increase
your economic
situation?

writers

THE EASTERN PROGRESS

622-1881

c)jve t) e/u^ofc
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TANNING & BEAUTY SALON
124 Big Hill Ave.
623-5756

Student Specials
Haircuts
Sculptured Nails
Manicures
French Manicures
Perms

$8.00
$37.50
$7.50
$9.00
$35.00 & up

If you answered yes to this
question, or even part of it,
join our staff. You'll gain
new friends and earn
some extra cash.
THE EASTERN PROGRESS

622-1881

The sisters of Kappa Alpha Theta
would like to welcome and
congratulate their new members.
Nadine AJteov
Patty Broomall
Stephanie Cassity
Angela Cecil
Dana Chasteen
Ann Dailey
Melissa Franklin
Meg Fensterer
Heather Hudson
Juliana Jordon
Nicole Manion
Amy McCord

«

Meredith McGinnis
Ashley Mouser
Renee Paisley
Mary Reusch
Fran Schepman
Julie Seiter
Jennifer Tonachio
Julie Vandergrift
Karla Walters
Gretchen Weisenburger
Jenny Williams
Melanie Zombek
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SAUSAGE! SAUSAGE!
WBVB ADDED TO Ol'R UJTU- {XESAKS' PUiASEKS USE-1 P!

A zesty blend of Italian Style Sausage, Onions and Green Pepper!

Accepted at
move Schools
than y0u were

%
-^ MnQr Mrtdf Wfch One Of Our Original Pour Werners! -w

SUPREME!
SUPREME!

CHEESER!
CHEESER!

Loaded With Pepperoni, Beef Topping,

Loaded With Cheese
And 2 Toppings

Italian Style Sausage, Mushrooms,

Green Pepper & Onions

PEPPERONI!
PEPPERONI!

MEATSA!
MEATSAT

Loaded With Nearly 100 Pieces
Of Pepperoni

Loaded With Pepperoni, Ham, Bacon,
Italian Style Sausage & Beef Topping

2 MEDIUM PIZZAS

1 MEDIUM PIZZA
$

$Q98

«■!■

little Caesars

m.*it..*miim*mm+i*

»■—

^K

IH'I'HILI

t*hMMtftai«t»>i.eiiMiu.k.

VISA
539 Mahaffey, Richmond
■

VA1UA1* COOPOH

|

• VALUABLE COUPON

j Crazy Bread i Baby Pan!
i
Combo
i Pan! & 16
: $1.29. : oz. drink
8 warm sticks of bread brushed
with garlic and topped with
Iparmesan
in cheese and 6 oz. of
Crarv
Crazy fiaii«
Sauce.
Valid only at participating Little
Caesars. Expires 9-25-94. EP1 . |

i

$1.22.

^
plus tax
Valid only at participating Little
Caesars Expires 9-25-94. EP2

'little Caesars! (fi) Little Caesars

LOIWUfcCaMr
VA1UAKHCOUPON-

• VALUABLE COUPON

■ VALUABLE COUPON

1

2 Large
with one topping

■you "want to beT

$9.22.
^

plus tax

Valid only at participating Little
Caesars. Expires 9-25-94. EPS
O VIM U.B.A- Inc. 199*

-. -
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I need the FReedOm
to call wherever i
want, whenever i want.
I need to spend time
TaLkinG with people
who matter to me without
spending my life savings.
I need customer OllpPOFu
that keeps the same

hours i do.

*

3. u

That's why I need the
convenience and vJnlVLB
of my AC1TS Service and the
f
crisp clear quality o AT&T.

Campus Residents call 1 •800*445*6063
It's all part of the AT&T Campus Advantage."

AT&T
.:

»»

*

■
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JOHNSON: Senate will raise money for charity
Continued from from MM
dents gain more ability."
Another of Johnson's goals is to
encourage phone registration.
"It would be much easier and
more efficient for students registering for classes to do it over the
phone instead of waiting in line," he
said.
For the first time student senate
will raise money for various charities which serve Richmond and the
surrounding area.
"In the past other organizations
have had booths set up at the Fall
Pest to collect money for their various philanthropies, but student senale never had one," Johnson said.
"This year we will collect money
tor different philanthropies which
serve the community. We want to
help out Habitat for Humanity and

possibly go build sbme houses with against the Ramsey ticket.
"I was going to run that year, but
them.**
.
Student senate's Fall Fest will be I knew April was running so I didOct. 4 in the Chapel of Meditation n't. They called me at, like, one in
the morning desperate for me to run
area.
Student senate will also raise and, since I agreed with April on
money by sponsoring a softball issues, I did," Johnson said.
Holding political office is nothtournament Sept. 24-25. The entry
fee will be $100. T-shirts will b§ ing unusual for this pre-med major,
given away and trophies will be whose previous accomplishments
awarded. For sign-up information include Pre-Med Club president,
students should contact the student *-fnterfraternity Council secretary,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity vice
senate office at 622-1724.
Johnson was not the original vice president and College Republicans
president candidate on president secretary.
Johnson plans to pursue a politi-^pnl Ramsey's ticket. He was
added after her initial running part- cal career and isn't worried about
ner was ejected from the ballot. the dominance of the Democratic
This change of circumstance was Party in Kentucky.
"Someday Kentucky will realize
ideal for Johnson who was interested in running for student senate it needs a Republican governor,"
office, but didn't want to run Johnson said.

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS
MAY WE BUY YOU A DRINK?

Summer's over. It's time to settle back in to the daily srind - classes, studying, writins
papers, all that fun stuff. When you need a break, let us help. An ice-cold Chek soda
is a sreat way to satisfy your thirst while you take a breather from the books.
Whether you're studying in the park or pulling an allnighter, Chek will refresh you without fogging
your brain. Try it. You'll be
pleasantly surprised.

CANADA: Gives chance to see home of Rush
Continued from front page
around S100 U.S. per night, depending
on (he season.

\bu CAN get there from here
Now, on to hitting the trail. From the
KicJimond area, the quickest way across
tit; border is lo head straight up I-7S to
Detroit. Once there, travelers rave their
first encounter with the border guards.
Provided the road-trippers answer the
guards' questions with little nervousness
- and the right responses — they soon
find themselves in the Great White
North.
Once in Canada, drivers should get
on the MacfJonakl-Carticr Freeway, also
biown as 403. This road runs straight to
IIIOIIU) and crosses the one street in the
city every traveler should be familiar
with — Yonge StrccL
Yongc (pronounced like the opposite
of old) is ihe rnain drag of Toronto, and it
shows. The major hotels in the downi ana arc located within a block of
ihis thoroughfare. Maple Leaf Gardcas
and SkyDomc are also on Yonge Street,
very kind of shop, store and stand
known lo exist. If you can't find it on
Yongc Street, you might as well slop
looking.

Short but sweet
1

My trip to Toronto took only three
days, so it is possible to make the trip

worthwhile with only a weekend's worth
of time.
For example, I saw the Blue Jays
mount a ninth inning comeback to beat
the Brewers; the Sky Dome close during
the game; Rush, the ultimate rock power
trio, play Maple Leaf Gardens; the
Incredible Record Store, a must-see for
any Deadhead, BcaUcmaniac, Doors
fanatic or groupie of absolutely any other
musical acts from the '60s or carry '70s;
the Locker Room, a sports store where a
person can get any team's cap, jersey,
shorts or jacket — or nearly any other
type of souvenir, for that matter —for
considerably Jess than in America; and
all the music, clothing, souvenir, antique
and restaurant-type places I would ever
need.
And that was all within walking distance of my Ramada room on — you
guessed it — Yongc Street
. But just in case you don't feel like
walking all over Toronto (which would
be a shame, because the people are
friendly and the streets remarkably clean
compared lo most U.S. cities of comparable sue), the city has an excellent public transportation system including subways, buses and streetcars.
Travelers can either buy tokens at any
station (10 tokens will cost around $10
Canadian), or they can purchase a bus
pass, which is the best thing to do if you
plan to use it quile a bit. The pass costs
about S5 Canadian and allows you ride

either the subway, bus or streetcar lor the
length of your stay — provided your trip
is about as long as mine was.
There are also taxi cabs in Toronto,
but the most unusual way around the city
comes from southeast Asia, of all places.
Weary walkers can opt to hire a rickshaw
driver to carl them up and down Yonge
— the perfect way for the romantically
•inclined to sec the city on a crisp
Canadian night.

Beyond Yfortge and Toronto
Of course, there is plenty lo see and
do in Toronto besides Yongc Street The
city is also known for its outstanding
park system, which has managed to keep
the city from looking like a concrete jungle. There is the University of Toronto
campus, featuring some impressive
architecture — including'the Parliament
Building, the seal of government for the
province of Ontario. The city also has the
CN (Canadian National) Tower, ihe
tallest freestanding structure in the world
On the return trip, take Queen
Elizabeth Way south out of Toronto for
about an hour. Turn on Lundys Lane,
and before you know it, you're at the
Falls. Just cross the Niagara River, and
you're back in the U.S. of A. Take 1-90
through Buffalo and New York state on
to Cleveland. Get on 1-71 south and
before you know it — OK, about 11
hours after leaving Toronto — you'll
be back in Kentucky.

Welcoixie back to lecture
halls, all-nighters, pizza"

Open 7 days a week, Kinko's provides everything you need to
meet tough deadlines. Except the energy.

r

~1

STODBff. DISCOUNT

___„
IHfc,

T-v-p^T , Please cane to Kinko's and present your student I.D. card to receive your
utiAu : complimentary Kinko's Discount Card. Present this card at,time of purchase to receive a 20% discount-on our wide range of products and services, including: B&W and Color Copies, Computer Rental Time,Laser
Prints, FAX Service, Greeting Cards, Binding, Office Supplies & lots more.
Discount applies to all regularly priced products.
Cardholder must have
.valid STUDENT I.D. to receive discount.
r>m

I*
l_

kinko's
Ifour branch office
Located at Richmond Mall.
Fax 606-623-9588
Store 606-624-0237.

_l

~
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ACCENT

Accent editor
Jim Quiggins
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Vigor of mountain biking
draws collegiate riders
■Students find
fun and fitness
on mountain trails
in Kentucky
By Brian Howard
Staff writer
Like a great many other college
students, Caleb Baker is an avid
mountain bike rider. Baker, a 19ycar-old freshman from Richmond,
has been riding for about a year.
Baker believes the popularity
surge mountain biking has enjoyed
in recent years is due to rider's individuality.
"Everybody is u
different and they
can use the bike
for
different
things, whether it1
be getting around
campus or the
sporting aspect,"
he said.

Workouts and fresh air
Sarah Hargis, a 19-ycar old
sophomore from Abingdoh, Va., has
been riding for about three years.
Her hometown is located in the
Appalachian mountains and has an
ample number of places to ride.
For Hargis, the joy of riding is a
feeling of oneness with nature.
"I love being close to nature.
Riding down the side of a mountain
is a great rush. It also gives you a
workout and some fresh air," she
said

allowing the bike to go over rough
rocks, tree limbs and other natural
obstacles with case.
"If you haven't ridden a bike in a
while, it is completely different,"
Poguc said. "You can basically take
the bike anywhere you can walk."
The bike is built to have quick
maneuverability and a very light
weight. A lot of bikes are being
made out of aluminum and cromoly
alloy, which is designed to be
strongcrjind lighter than steel.

Buying a bike

Mountain bike prices usually
suit at SI 50-200 for a basic bike
and can go much higher, even up to
Business is good.
According to Jody Poguc, an $4,000. The most popular bikes are
employee of Dodd's Cycle Sports in the $250-500 range.
When
looking to buy a
bike there are
many options and
accessories that
can be added, but
the main thing is
to get a good
frame.
—Sarah Hargis
"It's like
^^^^^^^^^^™ a house" you need
a good foundaand Fitness of Lexington, the sport tion. Because you can always
of mountain biking has been popular upgrade the lower components.
since its beginning in the 1970s.
There are so many things you can
Recently the business, which is do with it," Poguc said.
supposed to be one of the fastest
Some of the most popular options
growing sports in America, has on the bikes are bar ends, toe clips
boomed.
and different types of gear shifts,
Poguc says college students arc which include rapid fire, thumb and
the biggest buyers of mountain grip shift.
bikes. This can be verified by lookPopular accessories include water
ing at the bicycle racks here at cases and bottles, camel packs, air
Eastern, which arc filled with them.
pumps, lights, spare tubes and
wrenches.
For safety, one should buy a helMade to ride rough
The mountain bike is designed met.
"Basically you want to have
for tougher terrains, literally to ride
everything you need in case you
in mountainous territory.
The wheels arc wider and softer. break down on a trail," Pogue said.

t love being close to nature. Riding
down the side of a mountain Is a
great rush. It also gives you a great
workout and some fresh air"

Blood, sweat and gears

Progress/JIM QUIGGINS

OVER THE TOP—Caleb Baker rides his mountain bike In Million Park Tuesday.

Baker loves the physical aspect
of mountain biking.
"I really like the exercise aspect.
It's fun. The vigor of it ail: it makes
me sweat," he saicf.
Baker has a specialized Hard
Rock bike, with options including
grip shift, bar ends, toe clips, a
water bottle and-a helmet, which is
the only safety item really necessary
for riding a mountain bike.
Baker advises potential buyers to
just buy a basic bike and upgrade it
to whatever is preferable to the individual.
"It all depends on how and where
you ride," Baker said.

Bike Butler to host triathlon
■Event will feature
swimming, running
and biking

Mountain Bike Trails in Kentucky
(leber Wildlife

By Jim Quiggins

area

Accent editor
This weekend Kentuckians will
get their first chance to witness an
up-and-coming sport first hand.
The first triathlon ever to be held
in the Blucgrass state will be the
kick-off event for fifth annual
Kentucky Open State Mountain
Biking Championships to be held at
Bike Butler in Carrol lion.
"We've never done a off-road
triathlon," said Bike Butler
Coordinator Richard Matthews.
"And it's not been done in
Kentucky that we know of. We've
done a couple of duo-alhalons but
the (General Butler) state park is
working with us and they're going
to do the swim-run
part of it on their
grounds. The runners
will reach the bike
trails and run up to the
ski lodge where they
will pick up their bikes
and finish the race."
The triathlon will
begin at 11 a.m.
Saturday with a IK
swim across the recreational lake at General
Butler State Park. .
The racers will then run a 7K
foot race through the parks hiking
trails to the Ski Butler lodge at the
top of the hill. There they will
mount their all-terrain bicycles for a
10K race to complete the triathlon.
The events Saturday will also

Cave Run
Lake Trail
Winchester, KY
(606)745-3100

5

hoto submitted

ROUGH RIDERS—Over 400 people competed In the Kentucky
Open lest year at Bike Butler In Carrollton.
include a relay race for teams of
four persons, time trails and an

for people who have never competed before.
"Sunday is the big
day. The cross
country is the main
feature," Matthews
said. "A lot of people think of mountain bike racing as
the cross country
and they don't
include slalom,
time trials and all
that."
Spectators are
encouraged
to
bring their bikes and ride recreationally or in an event
"It's kind of like being a spectator on a bike," Matthews said. "You
can ride around to different vantage
points to watch cross country or
watch the salom."

"A lot of people think of
mountain bike racing as the
cross country and they don't
include slalom, time trials and
all that"
—Richard Matthews
instructional clinic for women riders
conducted by Annie Brown, who is
the current southeastern champion.
The Kentucky Open will continue on Sunday with events divided
into different age and skill categories including first-time divisions

1
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bursed, the student must
attend an entrance counseling session. These 30iiiiiiiito session will be
held in Room 108 of the
Crabbe Library during
the week of Sept. 12-16.
Stafford Loan recipients
must attend one of theses
times: Sept. 12 at 9:15
a.m.; Sept. 13 at 3:30
p.m.; Sept. 14 at 3:30
p.m.; Sept. 15 at 9:15
a.m.; Sept. 16 at 9:15
a.m.

exhibit closes Oct. 23.

Today

Friday

Portraits for ihc yearbook
can be taken from 8:30- The Richmond Area Arts
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and
Council will hold its
1:30-5:30 p.m. today and
Fifth Annual Arts Gala
tomorrow and Sept. 12on Sept. 9 from 4:30-8
16, Oct. 3-7 and Oct. 11p.m. at the Elmwood
14 in Conference Room
estate
located
on
Lancaster
Avenue.
F of the Powell Building.
Tickets are $30 for indiThere is a $3 sitting fee.
viduals and $45 for couples. RAAC members
Photography of Andrew
can purchase single tickBorowcic will be disets for $25 or two for
played in the Giles
$35. In case of inclement
Gallery, located in the
weather, the event will be
Campbell Building, until
held at Madison Middle
Sept. 22. Gallery hours
School.
arc 9:15 a.m. lo 4:30 p.m.
on weekdays and 2-5
p.m. on Sundays.
PRSSA is holding a backyard social at 3:30 p.m.
Monday behind the
Donovan Annex.

Club/organization pictures
will be taken from 5-9

tfr

Pro
Muffler
-PROFESSIONAL EXHAUSTERS"

Kasual Tees
Novi i iits.
•Si RCEN PRINTING.
• EMOROimcm •

Roger D. Barger
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Auditions for "And the
World Goes Round"
will be held 7-10 p.m.
Sept. 12 and 5-7 p.m.
Sept. 14 in Campbell
Building Room 137.
Bring one prepared song
(ballad or up-tempo); an
accompanist will be provided. Wear nonrestrictive clothing for a dance
audition. For more information, call 622-1319 or
622-1315.

Jim Gilbert, chairperson on
the Board of Regents,
will be speaking to faculty about the Board of
Regents at 4 p.m. Sept.
14 in Moore 100. All faculty arc invited.

If a student is receiving a
Federal Stafford Loan,
and is a freshman borrowing for the first time,
the U.S. Department of
Education says that
before a Federal Stafford
Loan check can be dis-

• GMI IK

Gamma Theta Upsilon's
first semester organizational' meeting and officer elections will be held
at 4:30 p.m. Sept. 12 in
Roark Room 204.

Anyone interested in learning about Catholicism is
invited to come to the
Newman Center on
University Drive on
Wednesday nights from
7-9 p.m. Refreshments
are available.

Monday

Photography of original
Rolling Stone photographers Baron Wolman and
Jim Marshall, titled "Wc
saw the music," will be
on display at the
University of Kentucky
Art Museum, located on
the comer of Rose Street
and Euclid Avenue. The
exhibit can be viewed
Tuesday through Sunday
noon to 5 p.m. The

Phi Beta Lambda will hold
a general meeting at 4:45
p.m. Sept. 12 in the
Ferrcll Room of the
Combs Building. No
GPA requirements and
all majors welcome.

•Same Location*
for
16 years

East Main Street
Richmond. KY 40475
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(606) 624-2100

ON MAIN STREET.ACROSS THE TRACKS
RICHMOND'"

623-3283

TAYLOR'S
Discount Liquor • Beer • Wine •
Milwaukee's Best
or Best Light i^F^fU 1

Natural Light
12pk $4.49

Miller High Life Light
12pk $4.99

Lite Ice

12pk$3

" mm

^0

(longneck bottles)

12pk $5.99

:

Matinees s | ,50

Got to SHOUT It out"?
Send your announcements
to Christina Rankin or
Doug Rapp at 117
Donovan Annex by noon
Monday.

p.m. Sept. 26-28 in the
Keen Johnson Building's
Pearl Buchanan Theatre.
Times must be scheduled
by ScpC 20, and arc on a
first-come, first-serve
basis. For scheduling,
call 622-2301.

Upcoming

623-7070

University Cinemas
Nichth ^

fcKl Siudcni-. \ulh ID M ^'

Little Rascals

Mon-Thurs: 7:15
Sat/Sun: 1:45 4:15 & 7:15
Mon-Thurs: 9:15
Sat/Sun 9:15
Mon-Thurs: 7:00 & 9:45
Sat/Sun: 1:15 4:00 7:00 & 9:45

It Could Happen
To You
True Lies

A faculty organ recital by
Hayward Mickens will
be held at 7:30 p.m. Sept.
13 in Brock Auditorium.
Come to Clay Hall to learn
how to manage your lime
at 9 p.m. Sept. 14 in the
Clay Hall lobby.
International Publications
is sponsoring a collegiate
poetry contest with cash
prizes for the top five
poems. All accepted
poems will be primed in
the American Collegiate
Poets anthology. To submit a poem or to receive
contest rules, send a selfaddresses, stamped envelope to International
Publications, P.O. Box
44044-L, Los Angeles,
Calif. 90044. Poems
must be submitted by
Oct. 31.
Philosophy Club's first
meeting will be at 7:30
p.m. Sept. 21 in the
Adams Room of the
Wallace Building. Dr.
Patrick Nnoromclc, of
the department of philosophy and religion, will be
speaking on polygamy
vs. monogamy.

Are you tired of
sitting in your dorm
room watching soaps
all day? Call The
Progress and we'll put
you to work!
622-1881
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Come Early! Movie could start
as early as 8:20.
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Recordsmith
trades & pays cash/
for compact discs. \^i
Ride on over. \
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recordsmith

EKU By Pass across Irom Pizza Hut 623 5358

EKU CENTERBOARD PRESENTS

Widespread
Panic
in concert.
Thursday, September 22, 7:30 PM
Brock Auditorium
Coates Administration Building
Full-time EKU Students $10.00
All others $15.00

A/tafias

Keg Special! Natural Light $34.99

Bacardi
Breezers
(all flavors)
4pk $3.99
Rattlesnake Kits
$14.99 Each

Boone's Wine
(all flavors)
2/$4.99

Jagermeister
$18.99 fifth

* EKU Special of the Week *

4pk 99p

Seagrams Tropical Twist
or Strawberry Splash
wine coolers

PC.

CENTER
Eastern Kentucky University

B9MD

Tickets go on sale at the
Cashier's Window,
Coates Administration
Building,Wednesday, September 7 9:00 a.m.
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Doug Rapp, Arts editor

Faculty, student
talent shown in
fall concerts
■ Statewide
marching band
competition to be
held on campus
By Shevawn Akers
Staff writer

Progress/BRETT DUNLAP
IS THAT C SHARP?—Marching band members Danny Martin and Heather Eder share sheet
music at practice Monday afternoon. The Marching Colonels make their season debut at
Saturday's home football game when the CoJonels take on Samford.

R.E.M. tops list of fall releases
By Doug Rapp
Arts editor
The fall's new music releases will be led by Grammy
award-winning acts such as R.E.M. and Eric Clapton,
with a flood of country artists thrown in for good measure.
Sept 13
Veteran guitarist Eric Clapton, still smoking from his
Grammy Award-winning "Unplugged" album, will
release "From the Cradle." Glen Danzig and company
will release "4P." The jam-oriented Blues Traveler will
release its fourth album.
A tribute album to the Carpenters will feature Sonic
Youth, The Cranberries and Sheryl Crow..
Sept. 13 is also crammed with country releases. Doug
Supernaw, who scored big with the single "Reno," will
ponder "Deep Thoughts from a Shallow Mind." Little
Texas is going to "Kick a Little." The Kentucky
Headhunters greatest hits will be released.
New albums are also scheduled for Toby Keith and
Mark Chcstnutt.

Sept 18-20
Liz Phair, who made waves with her debut, "Exile in
Guyvillc," will release "Whip Smart." Country crooners
Tracy Laurence and Clay Walker also have releases
scheduled.
Sept 27
One of the biggest fall releases will be R.E.M.'s
"Monster." Slayer will deliver "Divine Intervention." The
Police have a live retrospective album linedup. Country
duo Brooks & Dunn will release their third effort.
October
. On Oct. 4, Ireland's Cranberries find "No Need to
Argue," the follow-up to their gold-selling debut. Eazy
E's "Str8 off the Street" will hit the shelves on Oct. 10.
Halloween is an appropriate day for Mcgadcth to
administer "Youlhanasia."
Nov. 1
From Down Under, INXS emerges with a greatest
hits album. Concrete Blonde will also release a career
retrospective tilled "Dance Along the Edge."

Only a few weeks into the
semester. Eastern's music department is preparing for another busy
year.
"We have many recitals and
concerts scheduled as well as
events targeted towards recruiting
local high school students," said
John Roberts, chair of the music
department.
As of now. Eastern's music
department has scheduled nearly 70
"concerts for the upcoming" year,
including recitals by faculty, graduate students, seniors and other
members of the choral department.
"We try to attract both students
and faculty to take advantage of the
talent possessed by our students
and faculty," Roberts said.
"Many our professors arc members
of
the
Lexington
Philharmonic—which, if you were
to try and catch one of their concerts, you would have to pay at
least ten dollars a scat."
Not only arc there a variety of
musical concerts to choose from
here on campus, but nearly all of
them are free.
Kicking off the season will be
the music department's first concert presented by a selection of its
faculty. The concert will be presented at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in
Brock Auditorium.

Pianist Hayward Mickens will
•join music department colleagues
for an evening of vocal and instrumental entertainment. The concert
is free and open to the puWic.
"We try to involve our department as much as possible with
Eastern's community, hoping to
attract music lovers from all areas."
Roberts said.
Definitely the largest and most
elaborate of scheduled events for
the upcoming semester is the state
marching band contest, which will
be held at Eastern Oct. 29.
Bands representing counties
from across the state will compete
from 7:30 a.m. until midnight for
the state championship.
"The last time the competition
was held here, 20,000 competitors
and their fajnilics flooded
Richmond and Easlcrn,"said
Roberts.
'
'
"Roberts-hopes for — and almost
expects —: an even larger turnout
than three years ago, because this
competition will be a big recruiting
tool for potential music students
still in high school.
As if 20,000 high school students invading Eastern isn't enough
excitement, the music department
has also planned an opera to be
presented in conjunction with
Eastern's theatre department.
The opera, entitled "The Merry
Wives of Windsor," will be produced during the spring semester
on February 24 and 25.
It will include participation from
the orchestra, chorus, and show
choir as well as the theatre department
The opera will be performed in
Brock Auditorium, and there will
be a S 6 charge.

Boroweic exhibit 'ambiguous'
By Doug Rapp
Arts editor
Although most people might not
consider pictures of industrial buildings a lively art exhibit, photographer Andrew Boroweic uses them to
show the changing landscape of
middle America.
Boroweic's black and white photographs, on display in the Giles
Gallery until Sept. 22, feature various landscapes from industrial
towns in Pennsylvania, Ohio, West
Virginia and Kentucky. They often
show residential areas situated near

industrial structures and factories.
The strongesi.picture in the
exhibit is tilled "Courtyard," a vertical shot between two buildings with
a dog chained up in the middle and
other buildings in the background.
This is one of the few photographs
that features a living creature.
The strength of Boroweic's photographs are his contrasting images
of residential areas set against the
stark surroundings of industrial
complexes, illustrating the'ehanging.
aspects of the landscape.
"As a child growing up abroad, I
pictured America as a land of while

Taylor's Sporting Goods
See Taylor's for all of your:

Plaques

623-9517 G° Colonels!

Trophies
Custom Engraving
Sewing & Embroidery
Visa/Mastercard Accepted

College Park Center
Open 6 days a week

picket fences, neatly mowed lawns
and immaculate cupboard houses. I
think that my pictures arc in part
about the difference between that
simplistic ideal and a more complex
and ambiguous reality," Boroweic
wrote about the pictures he has
taken over the last nine years.
Boroweic has achieved his goal,
although the photographs may come
off as rather bland at first viewing.
Once Boroweic's motive is
known and the pictures are given a
second viewing, the exhibit isyv^
solid illustration of the changing
THE CHANGING LANDSCAPE—Trailer Home," by Charles
American landscape
Borowlec, will be on display In the Giles Gallery until Sept. 22.

$2.00 OFF

Authorized by: Lori Robbins &

any hair
service

I
I

Rhonda Rust

. 328 Geri Lane l
Richmond, Ky '
(must present coupon)

Examinations
Contact Lenses
(Hard/Soft)
Glaucoma Tests
Prescriptions Filled
Preventive Tests

|

■ Public Enemy
"Muse Sick-N-Hour Mess
Age"
At long last Public Enemy is
back. The only problem is maybe
they should have stayed away
longer.
Their new album, "Muse Sick
N-Hour Mess Age" is just that — a
mess.
Although the disc has a strong
start with ihc track "Whole Loila
Love Goin On In The Middle of
Hell," it slides down hill from there.
PE's leader Chuck D's retreading
and remixing of previous ideas and
ideals seem just as tiring to him as
they do to the listener. In fact tho
group's first single, "Give it Up," is
probably the closest thing to new
material on the album.
Flavor Flav is at his manic best
on the tracks he leads such as "What
kind of power we got?"andwith his
background rapping throughout the
album.
As usual, the ongoing battle
against white supremacy and the ills
of society have been a constant message in all PE's work, but on their
latest effort, "Muse Sick-N-Hour
Mess Age" is just Public Enemy
leftovers in a different serving dish.
—Chris Canfield

■ Dinosaur Jr.

"Without A SoundDinosaur Jr., widely known as J
Mascis, is back with "Without A
Sound," the sixth studio effon since
the self-titled debut.
" All the traditional elements of a
Dinosaur Jr. album arc here: J 's
whining vocals wondering aloud
why she left and where she went,
and his meandering, reckless guitar
solos.
Over the years, J has become a
kinder, gentler songwriter. Although
none of the songs can compare with
classics like 'The Wagon" or "In A
Jar," just about all of the songs on
"Without A Sound" can stand on
their own.
"Hie album opens with "Feel Th&
Pain," the first single, and maintains
a steady pace from there with tame,
mid-tempo songs.
The only drawback to "Withouh
A Sound" is that it doesn't have thatone song, such as last year's "StartChoppin," that reaffirms one's belief
that J, in fact, did hang the moorQmusically speaking.
Nonetheless, there arc thrcc^
songs that come really close, such as*
"Outta Hand," "Mind Blow" and?
"Seemed Like the Thing to Do,"J
"Without A Sound" is without a;
doubt a good album
—Doug Rap/r

i The Flower Shop
I

623-4538

^DOUS

9 a.m. - 7 p.m.

'Let Professionals
Carefor Your Eyes

COUPON

New
Music

908 East Main Street
Suite #3
Richmond, KY

623-4433
John Childers, owner

Optometrists
228 West Main Street
Richmond, KY
Member American Optometrists Association
American Academy of Optometry
:

i with ID)
•Cash & Carry Only
Please bring coupon

Econo Lodge
Tanning Center
230 Eastern Bypass
623-8813

10 Tanning Visits

Dr. W.R. Isaacs
Dr. C.L. Davis
Dr. W.T. Reynolds
Dr. M.F. Hay

$7,95

■
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Snooty Fox
welcomes students
by giving them
20% off
any service
with student I.D.

Student fishes all summer
■Middlesboro senior
works with gulf coast
research laboratory

the ship."
While on the ship, the group would drop
nets in the water, collect marine specimens
and organi/.e its findings by observing specific species — actual hands-on marine biology.
Stuart said the experience was fun —
sometimes.
"The classes arc casual, but the food is
terrible," Stuart said.
Stuart had the opportunity to sample some
local delicacies while in the south. He ate
shark steaks, oysters and other seafoods.
When not studying, Stuart said he swam
in the bayou or fished from an oil rig in the
gulf.
For (he benefit of higher education, the
center hosts weekly seminars where nationally respected scientists offer their insights
into biology.
Graduate students electing to study at the
laboratory in Ocean Springs can enroll in
classes like Coastal Marine Geology and
Behavior and Ncurobiology of Marine
Animals
„ • .
Photo submitted
JSZEISL ™ TSTtSZ F.SHON-Shawn Stuart, right, sorts t.sh according to
Eastern catalog for further information.
sP<*'es aboard the research vessel Tommy Munro.

By Dan Smathers
Staff writer
The Gulf Coast Research Laboratory in
Ocean Springs, Miss., is no place for the
limit! — a 4-fool alligator lives beneath the
dormitory.
But it is the perfect environment to
observe dolphins, sperm whales and other
marine life. Eastern student Shawn Stuart
said.
Stuart, a 20-ycar-old senior biology major
from Middlesboro, just returned from the
University of Southern Mississippi-affiliated
research laboratory on the Gulf of Mexico.
From May 27 to Aug. 5, Stuart received
college credit and hands-on experience in
marine ecology and marine ichthyology
while traveling the Mississippi Sound and
the local bayou.
"We also worked real'hard," he said, "We
would spend sometimes 12 or 13 hours on
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University Shopping Center
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NEED $20 TODAY?
*New donors and 90 day inactive receive
$20 for your first visit*
Make life-saving plasma donations at our FDA licensed facility
. ,
'Safe, sterile procedure
•All equipment is disposable
. • You CAN NOT get AIDS by donating

♦IMMEDIATE CASH PAYMENT*

SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
292 South Second St. • Richmond, KY 40475
call 624-9815 for hours
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OR SOAK UP THE SUN!
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WHAT'S NEW FOR BACK 10 SCHOOL?
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What's in? What's out? Our staff is trained in the latest
trends. Our full-service Matrix Essentials salon offers you
contemporary, up-scale cuts and styles, perms and hair
color. Be the first to make a statement and be the envy of al
your friends. Before you go back to school, find out what's

fun. 'MM uccfsutry (>ftn

•really new.

i ml, utpptia last

WAVE
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Hair Designs
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(606) 624-9825
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niERLE noRmfln
106 St. George St.
Richmond, KY 40475

Cancun, Bahamas, Myrtle Beach

»

521 Leighway Drive
Richmond. Kentucky 40475

(606) 623-4777
Owner Augatyn R Combs
Manager/Stylist Robert P. Burns

To qualify for the Nov. 19 drawing for one of three
FREE Spring Break vacations, simply have your
yearbook portrait taken Sept. 6-9 or Sept. 12-16,
Powell, Room F. $3 sitting fee.
Some restrictions apply.

No one reaches EKU
like THE EASTERN
PROGRESS.

Drive - In
613 Big Hill Avenue

Hold onto our ''Delivery Menu
flier in this week's issue!

624-2018
Break away from the pizza blues!
Try something different!
Try JET DRIVE-IN!!!

! Have dessert on us with i
|
any $5 purchase!
!
I
I

(with coupon)
*Excludes Banana Split
♦Offer expires 9/30/94

I
I
|

Let Us
Bring It
To You!

»

Upcomln9 wA1t;
Sept. 18: Joel Goldman and
T.J. Sullivan will speak
about how HIV affected
their friendship at 7 p.m. in
Brock Auditorium. The
event is free and open to
the public.
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Christina Rankin, Activities editor
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Fest spotlights forgotten culture
By Doug Rapp
Arts editor

Forgei about how Native Americans were portrayed in "Dances with Wolves." The 15th Annual
Culture Festival will present the real history of our
nation's most overlooked culture.
The event, which will run
Sept. 13-30. will be sponsored by the Office of
International Education.
Neil Wright, director of
international education,
said the purpose of the culture festival is to "highlight
cultures other than our own
so that students will have an
opportunity to learn about and experience ways of
life that are different than what they know."
Wright said the Office of International
Education chooses countries for the festival by
"cycling" the globe and touching on continents
and major countries.
"We had never looked al our own indigenous,
but now minority, culture. We thought it was
time," Wright said.
The culture festival uses guest speakers and
authentic Alms to represent the culture. This year,
speakers from New Mexico, considered experts on

Native American culture, will lecture on various
aspects of the culture.
Several Films will be shown, one involving the
story of a Native American whose people died out,
prompting him to wander into a California town
and "give himself up."
"We try to use films that are as authentic as
possible," Wright said. "For instance, in dealing
with Native American culture, we wouldn't want
to show 'Dances With Wolves.'
"It's a popular Film, it's made for general consumption, and in certain ways, it stereotypes
Indians, even though it's a friendly stereotype as
opposed to the old negative stereotype," he said.
Wright believes the centerpiece of the festival
will be the pow-wow held Sept. 24-25 at Lake
Reba.
Traditionally, the pow-wow was an annual
gathering of several tribes to discuss relevant
issues and make peace.
This pow-wow will be a small- to mediumsized event involving 100-300 Native Americans.
Vendors will be on hand with Native American
crafts and food.
In recent years, the pow-wow has been revived
as a public event to showcase Native American
culture.
"The Native Americans take great pride in it,"
Wright said. "There's a mixture of patriotism and
cultural pride involved."

The schedule for the Culture Fest Is:
Sept. 13: 3:30 p.m. "Setting the Stage: North
America Before the Europeans," in the Combs
Building's Grise Room; 7 p.m. film

Sept. 14: 7 p.m. and 8 p.m. film
Sept. 16: noon "Indian Removal to the
Reservations" in the faculty dining room of the
Powell Building
Sept. 19: 7 p.m. Indian stories in the Ravine.
Sept. 20: noon "Urban Indians of the
Northwest" in the faculty dining room of the
Powell Bulding; 7 p.m. film
Sept. 21: 7 p.m. "Unto the Hills: Discussion
and Selected Theatrical Pieces of the Cherokee
Play," in Pearl Bucbanan Theatre
Sept. 23: noon "Native American Women:
Education and Literature* in the faculty dining
room of the Powell Building
Sept. 26: 3:30 p.m. "The Hopi-Navajo Land
Dispute: Historic and Contemporary Issues" in
the Ferrell Room of the Combs Building; 7 p.m.
"Southwestern Pueblo Indian Music and Dance"
in Room 300 of the Foste* Building
Sept. 27: 7 p.m. and 8 p.m. films
Sept. 28:*7 p.m. "Native American Spirituality"
in the Meditation Chapel
Sept. 29: 7 p.m. film
Note: all films in AC room 125

Spirit banner contest
added to roast, rally
Progress staff report

The rally this year is designed
to cheer the Colonel football
New to this year's Third team on to victory against
Anneal Colonel Com Roast and Samford University al 7 p.m.
Pep Rally, which takes place Saturday at Roy Kidd Stadium.
today from, 10:30 a.m. lo 1:30
The football coaches and
p.m. in the Powell Fountain players, the cheerleaders and die
Plaza, is a spirit banner contest Colonel mascot will be on hand
for student organizations.
for the rally, and the Colonclettcs
All registered student organi- Dance Team and the Marching
zations are allowed to partici- Colonels marching band arc
pate, and the winning organiza- scheduled to perform.
tion will receive a pizza party
Information booths from
from the Fountain Food Court.
Career
Placement
and
The best banner will be determined by "voting" cash ballots Development, EKU Athletics
in jars. All money received goes and Housing will be set up, and
WXII, the campus radio station,
to the campus United Way fund.
Com on the cob will be given will provide music.
Anyone attending the rally
out at the Top Floor Powell
Cafeteria booth in''the plaza. will have the chance to win a
More food will be distributed in variety of door prizes, including
the plaza by the Fountain Food a Sony portable stereo, a
Court, Quackers on the Pond Magnavox personal radio, a 5(Stralton Cafeteria) and the foot "Lucy Sub" and a Resume
Martin Dining Hall.
Builder program.

Camp for serious beer lovers only
Progress staff report
Imagine being surrounded by 250 different kinds of beer and sampling and tasting
all of them in a weekend getaway. It's
almost every college student's dream.
This weekend people will be converging
to the sixth Beer Camp at the Drawbridge
Estate in Fort Mitchell.
The event, which runs Sept. 9-11, is
designed to increase beer appreciation and
teach those about the history of beer.
"It's been around a lot longer than some
people think." said Karen Bennett, administrative assistant for the Drawbridge Inn.

photo submitted

The weekend will include a beer-making lesson, an American Museum of
Brewing History and Arts tour, a fivecourse lunch and German dinner made
entirely of beer, and graduation on Sunday.
A hospitality tent will be set up all
weekend in front of Oldcnbcrg Brewery.
The tent will include more than 250 domestic and imported beers for tasting.
The camp originally was started to
increase revenue of the Drawbridge Inn,
Bennett said, but a strong interest soon
grew for the camp.
"We have such a high demand for it,"
Bennett said. There is an average of 150

"campers" who attend each camp and must
be at least 21 -years-old.
On Sunday, Alan Eamcs, the world's
only beer anthropologist, according to Yale
Journal, will speak about his travels in
search of beer's beginnings.
Despite all the fun to be had this weekend, the Beer Camp is no laughing matter.
"The people.that come are very serious
(about beer)," Bennett said.
Drawbridge Estate is located at 1-75 and
Buttermilk Pike in Fort Mitchell. The cost
is $280 per person, based on double occupancy. To make reservations call 1-800426-3841.
I

If you have any upcoming activities or events you would like
to announce in the Progress, call Christina Rankin at 622-1882.
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Ky's Largest Health & Fitness Corporation

Enroll
Now
For

Special
Student
Rates
•Free Weights
•Tanning Beds
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FREE
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Pink Flamingo
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EKU'S
HOMETOWN
AUTOBODY SHOP
Attention EKU Students!
Had an accident and don't know where
to go or what to do? Maybe you only
need a minor repair so Mom and Dad
won't find out about it?

•Complete Body Repair •Rental Cars
•Free Estimates
& Painting, Foreign &
•Wrecker/Towing
Domestic
Service Available
•Unmatched Quality
«lnsurart.ee Claims

We will help you settle
your insurance claim
All work
GUARANTEED!
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our EKU
Faculty &
Student
Discount
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EKU Sports Quiz

SPORTS

Thursday. September 8, 1994
Mary Ann Lawrence
Matt McCarty
Sports editors

Who is the all-time leading
rusher in Division l-AA?

ZS9'S '88UIOUJL snnjew

Colonels
valiant
EKU looks to tame 'Dawgs
in Western loss

By Matt McCarty
Sports co-editor

When Eastern lakes the field
Saturday against visiting Samford,
there will be more at stake than just
a win.
"It's big," Coach Roy Kidd said
about the home opener. "We need
this game bad."
Kidd said the* team would have
to win the Ohio Valley Conference
or go 9-2 to make the playoffs
"unless a lot of teams go 7-4."
Eastern is 0-1 after the 24-21
loss last Thursday at Western
Kentucky University.
The game is also important in
terms of team morale heading into
the rest of the season.
"You hale to start the year at 02," said senior quarterback John
Sacca.
The Colonels will be going into
the game blindly, though, as
Samford "didn't show much" in
their game last weekend against
Bethel College.
Kidd said the Bulldogs played
"vanilla," or basic, defense for
Progress/ JIM QUK3GINS
three quarters after establishing a
GOT
IT,
DONT
GOT
IT—Eastern
junior
tight
end
Jason
Dunn
couldn't
hold
on to this pass late
21-0 lead in the first quarter.
In
the
fourth
quarter
as
the
Colonels
dropped
the
contest
at
Bowling
Green
24-21.
So all the Colonels can do in
practice is worry about correcting
The Colonel defense will have
the mistakes that plagued them ing game going," Sacca said. "We any adjustments (on our running
to
pressure Bulldog quarterback
game),"
Murrell
said.
"We
just
got
to
go
out
and
move
the
ball."
against Western.
Sacca said that would depend need to calm down and make the Ban Yanccy, something Eastern
"We've got to move the ball on
didn't do to Western's quarterback,
offense," Kidd said during practice on the team establishing a running plays."
But despite all the work that JJ. Jewell, who was sacked only
Tuesday. "We made only one third Same.
Freshman tailback William needs to be done on offense before once.
down conversion."
Samford will roll into Hanger
Kidd also said the team will Murrell said the problem against Saiurday, Kidd said, "Wc win on
Field leading the scries 1-0 after a
have to "do a better job protecting Western was just over aggressive- defense."
"Wc got to do a better job on 46-14 win over the Colonels in
ness on the running backs' pan.
for the quarterback."
1992.
"I don't think we need to make defense," Kidd said.
"HOftefully, we can gel the pass-

Volleyball team 'has shot' at tourney
attack -well, attack smarter, attack
longer.'"
Seniors Lori Federmann and
Heather
Vorhcs had tremendous
Coach Geri Polvino glows when
she talks about her 1994 volleyball weekends, hitting .417 and .313
respectively.
team.
"We've had wonderful leadership
"I'm very excited about this season," she said. "I'm really pleased from our seniors," Polvino said.
with our performance last weekend." "We've got to get the younger kids to
The Colonels certainly did pound play up to their endurance."
Polvino hopes to improve her
out of the gate last weekend as they
won three out of four matches in the team's passing game before the
Arkansas tourney. Arkansas is a firstLabor Day VoIleyfesL
year program and
"The kids
were holding ___^_ ^_________ doesn't seem to
be a worry for the
the serve at critColonels,
but
ical points in
Oral R*obcns is
the
game,"
another story.
Polvino said.
"Oral Roberts is
"We'll have to
a big team with
continue to do
some 6-foot, 2that if wc want
inch girls and
to win this
some foreign girls
weekend."
— Geri Polvino,
from Croatia," said
The women
scout
Yvcttc
: travel
to
Volleyball coach
Moorchcad.
Fayetteville,
■■
Since Louisiana
Ark., Friday to ^mm^^m^^i^m
Tech placed 139th
compete in the
in NCAA rankings
University of
Arkansas Tournament. Besides the last season, Moorchcad said she
University of Arkansas, Oral Roberts believes the Colonels have a subUniversity and Louisiana Tech stantial shot at winning the tournaUniversity will compete in the tour- ment.
"These teams arc all beatable,"
nament.
"We find ourselves the feature she said.
Polvino said it will be interesting
match against Arkansas Friday
night," Polvino said. "Our goal is to to see how the team will react to an
go there and position ourselves to opposing team's fans, as the trip to
win and to do that, our outside hitters Fayetteville will be their first match
away from home.
will have to fire hard."
"I wonder how they will handle
Polvino said the win last weekthe hostile crowd, but I know this
end has made her greedy for more.
Progress/ BRETT DUNLAP
"I think a lot of coaches get team and they have character," she
greedy after they see what their learn, said. "They, really do play a game of IN YOUR FACE— Junior outside hitter Sharon Morley (9)
cter."
<
attempts to spike on an Xavler player In Eastern's only loss.
can do," she said. "You just say, 'You

By Mary Ann Lawrence
Sports co-editor

"They really
do play a
game of
character."

1

Chalk it up to miscornmunicalion. Call it youth or inexperience or
first game jitters.
Coach Roy Kidd slowly shook
his head and went through the postgame motions, not really caring
what the media called the loss, only
caring what the loss meant to his
team.
In the drizzling rain amid a huge
Western fanfare of 12,300 blaring
Hilltoppcrs and one jeering band,
his team had crept onto the field
barely even announced.
By the end of the first quarter,
you could not see individuals in the
stands. It was only one screaming
red-and-white mass writhing in its
inebriation.
When Lito Mason, a Western
wide receiver, knocked helmets and
had a few words with Bob Head
with 5:18 left in the half and the
crowd erupted into boos, I was
proud of the cool shown by Eastern,
down 14-7.
But I was beyond proud when
the team took the field tor the second half unintimidaicd by the crowd
or the red-clad team across the way.
Their presence of mind was quietly
profound.
Coach Kidd played at least nine
freshmen in the game, giving them
all the chance to be winners.
"We're just green. Green, green,
green," he said, shaking his head
again.
After the game, the reporters
scattered on the field and in the
locker room trying to talk with the
players who had made (he plays, the
players that hadn't and the coach
that held the key to the game.
The weight of the loss leaned on
Kidd. He shook his head and spoke

Mary Ann
Lawrence

in hushed tones. He was not
ashamed of his team. He was apologetic to his fans.
"We just made loo many mistakes and they were good at taking
advantage of them," he said. "We
stopped ourselves."
Kidd walked back to the locker
room through all die Eastern devotees who had driven three hours in
the rain to give the team any support they could. .
"Not that we could be heard or
anything," said Andrea Arthur, a
senior elementary education major.
"But they knew wc were here, and
hopefully, they could feel our presence."
As the guys headed back to the
bus, preparing for the long drive
back to Richmond, some of them
stopped to talk to friends and family. Others went straight to the bus,
never looking up from the ground.
In interviews they tried to sound
upbeat and positive about next
week, but it's hard when something
you've sweated for, bled for, hoped
for and dreamed of has dangled
before you and then been snatched
suddeniy away.
You're given one week to rebuild
your team and your strategy. One
week to program your team to reach
for the stars without being afraid of
crashing to the ground.

Comeback defines
real offensive unit
It looked as if the offense was
ready after the first series, ready to
live up to the "Bombs Away" slogan
Eastern is using to market its football squad.
That was the scries when freshman Bobby Washington took a
screen pass from senior John Sacca
and turned it into a 63-yard touchdown.
But the last series, specifically
the last play, looked as if the bomb
had expioded in the Colonels'
hands.
That was the play Sacca got hit
and fumbled the ball to end the
game.
Between those two drives,
Eastern did something on offense
that could be considered a bright
spot or a silver lining to that rainy,
overcast evening. They improved.
Especially on the ground, where
the Colonels went from 43 yards
rushing in the first half to 122 in the
second half.
It was the inexperience and anxiousness of freshman William
Murrell that hurt the rushing in the
first half.
"I was just so eager, I got (to the
hole) before the blockers were,"
Murrell said after the game. "(At
halftime), coach said just settle
down and wait for the blockers."
And once the Eastern runners
settled down, the running attack
began to resemble the Colonel
offenses from the past and the passing game became effective.
"We shortened our passing routes
in the second half and ran the ball

Matt
McCarty
From the
Sand Trap
better," Sacca said.
It all came together for the
Colonel offense on their second
drive of the fourth quarter, starting
with Murrell's 17-yard punt return
to Western's 40-yard line.
It look seven plays for Sacca to
lead the team to the end/one, in
Eastern's only real scoring drive of
the game, capped by a 15-yard
touchdown pass to Dialleo Burks.
The first two scores were
Washington's 63-yard catch and
Carlos Stallings' 74-yard run on the
first play of a drive.
The Colonels proved, however,
that if you live by the big play,
you'll die by the big play when
Jason Dunn missed a sure touchdown pass from Sacca with just
over five minutes to go with Eastern
on its own 35-yard line.
It should be a different team this
Saturday for ihe Colonels home
opener against Samford. A team that
learned something in Bowling
Green.
Any chance Ihe Colonels have of
beating the Bulldogs will depend on
their ability to establish the running
attack, and then pick Samford apart
with short, quick pass routes.

Colonel golf teams start drive toward spring campaign
■ Both Eastern squads look
for productive fall seasons
By Matt McCarty
Sports co-editor
The four major PGA tournaments are over, and now
golfers are focusing on ihe spring season.
Eastern's men's and women's golf learns, however,
are just teeing off.
Both squads will play a fall season to gear up for the
spring, specifically the Ohio Valley Conference, in April.
But each team's coach has a different philosophy for

the fall season.
"We do want to get ready for the spring," said
women's coach Sandy Martin. "(That's why) they may
not be as effective in the fall as in the spring."
"Actually, the fall season is equally as important as
the spring,7 said men's coach Lew Smithcr. "It's not a
warm-up anymore.
The men may need a warm-up period this year with
13 freshmen and only two seniors on their 24-man roster.
"I think they'll be ready to play their game," Smithcr
said.
The men won't have the luxury of a warm-up tournament either with their first tournament being one of the

biggest of the entire year, Smithcr said.
The men begin their season Oct. 1-2 at the Northern
Intercollegiate Invitational.
Despite the youth of the team, Smithcr is very optimistic about the team's capabilities.
"I've got the best group of young players I've had in
my 12 years," he said.
The women return several top players from last year's
inaugural squad, including Beverly Brockman, who led
Eastern in tournaments last year.
"Obviously, the players who were here last year
learned a lot," Martin said. "They learned a good deal
about course management and how to play (or the next
shot"

The Lady Colonels play their first match of the season
Friday at Heatherwood Golf Course, outside of Dayton,
Ohio. .
Martin said the Dayton tournament will be difficult
because of the toughness of the course, but it will let
them "know where you really stand."
She said the team's main focus for the fall season will
be to figure out the problems and correct them before the
spring campaign.
Smithcr said the main thing for his squad is keeping
the right frame of mind.
"We'll need to relax and be patient," Smiiher said,
"and realize we have Ihe talent to play with anyone in the
country."
i
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Eastern has 'diamond in the rough'

Forget Me Not Flowers
SOUTHEBN HILLS PLAZA. SUITE 20
.RICHMOND. KENTUCKY 40475

By Mary Ann Lawrence

South Carolina when a recruiter
from Eastern asked her to come
down and lake a look around.
Growing up in London, Ohio, and
"I loved the team. And the school
attending a Catholic school where was so pretty and the people were so
women's athletics were not empha- nice," she said. "1 was looking for
sized didn't stop Heather Vorhes — team unity and I found it here."
or even dampen her spirits.
When she came to Eastern,
"I came from a high school where Vorhes set a goal to graduate in four
1 was not all-state or all-anyihing," years — a goal that will be fulfilled
the senior said. "Then this recruiter in the spring.
from •Eastern said I was a diamond in
"I've maintained really good
the rough."
grades and played a team sport," she
Vorhes began playing volleyball said. "I've worked for everything
when she was in the fifth grade and I've gotten here and I'm really happy
now, 12 years later, she can remem- with myself."
ber when the game changed from
For her senior season, Vorhes
nine players to six.
hopes the team will go all the way.
"There were six people in my
"This is a team that will do it.
class, three boys and three girls, and We're ranked fourth in the OVC and
the only sports for girls were volley- we're going to surprise some people
ball and softball," she said.
— we already have," she said. "I
Vorhes' mother and aunt also want to walk out of here with anothplayed collegiate sports at Ohio er gold ring on my finger."
Slate University. Her father, howevAfter graduation, she hopes to go
er, never got the chance to play into an area of mass communications,
sports on the collegiate level.
but she's keeping her options open.
"My dad broke his neck playing
For now, she wants to concentrate
football when he was in grade on having a championship season
school, so when I'm out there my and keeping her grades up until
dad's out there with me," she said. spring.
"Because he never got the chance to
"I'll be glad to take a semester off
play, he gives me the initiative to in the spring so I can be a regular
college student," she said.
succeed. He's my biggest fan."
Editor's note: Next week the
In the spring of 1990, Vorhes was
looking into colleges in the South. Progress will profile junior cross
She had her eye on the University of country runner Josh Colvin.
Sports co-editor

(606) 623-4257

Student
Discount
(with this advertisement)

Progress/ BRETT DUNLAP
BLOCK POWER—Middle hitter Heather Vorhes is never alone
on the court because "my dad's out there with me," she said.
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SPORTS ROUNDUP
Compiled by sports staff

Baseball Colonels to hold
tryouts this weekend
The Eastern Kentucky University
baseball team will hold open tryouts
at 10 a.m. Saturday, Sept. 10 at
Turkey Hughes Field.
Anyone wishing to try out should
bring a baseball glove and cleats.
Coach Jim Ward will provide bats
and balls.
This will be the only tryout for
the season, so anyone interested
should be there.
Last season, the baseball
Colonels did not make the OVC
post-season tournament and finished
the season with a 25-26 record.

Volleyball team goes 3-1
in weekend -tournament
Eastern's volleyball team look on
James Madison, Syracuse and
Xavier universities and Robert
Morris College at home in the Labor
Day Vollcyfest, winning three out of
four of the matches in the roundrobin tournament.
The team had two players on the
all-tournament team, sophomore
Shelby Addington and senior Lori
Fedcrmann.
Their one loss came late in the
afternoon-on Sunday when Xavier
overpowered the tired Colonels in
four sets.

Women's cross country
team sweeps dual meet
The cross country team competed
this weekend at the University of
Kentucky Invitational in Danville
where they defeated UK and
Marshall University 15-40 each.
The women's team swept the top
five places with freshman Jamie
King placing first with 11:17.
Second place went to senior Amy
Clements with 11:19. Another
senior. Sunshine Wilson, took third
place with 11:42. Amy Hathaway
and Mandy Jones rounded out the
top five with 11:51 and 11:54 respectively.

illSHRIMP & I kIKS H < Hl( Kl\ & KKIIS ■ I

Men's cross country beats
UK in Danville competition
The men's team also traveled to
Danville to compete in the UK
Invitational.
The Colonels defeated the
Wildcats 24-37 behind the strong
performance from senior John
Nganga, who placed second with a
time of 14:48. Eastern came in
behind Marshall.
Josh Colvin and Ken O'Shca also
finished in the top five with times of
15:13 and 15:18. respectively.
The team will be in action this
weekend in a dual meet at Miami
University.
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PARENT'S DAY COOKOUT
SATURDAY, SEPT. 10
5-7 P.M.

ALUMNI COLISEUM
PARKING LOT

STUDENTS BRING
YOUR PARENTS!

FOOD AND BEVERAGES COMPLIMENTS OF RALLY'S AND COCA-COLA

WKQQ
98.1 FM

Live Remote Broadcast by
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Cross country teams ready
after sweep of Kentucky
■ EKU comes off
big tourney, heads
for tough race
Progress staff report
When Eastern's cross country
teams roll into Oxford, Ohio,
Saturday, they will be ready for a
showdown.
The Miami University Invitational
Tournament boasts some of the toughest cross country teams in the EasL
Thc teams will compete against
Louisville. Miami and Michigan
among others.
Michigan, however, only decided
u> attend the invitational because
bastcm would be there, according to
I-ady Colonel senior Amy Clements.
. "It will be tough competition," she
said.
"I think Michigan is after us
because the last time we met we got
the upset," she said.
Both squads arc coming off of a
big weekend last Saturday as they

LEARN
BARTENDING
Lexington
BARTENDING
SCHOOL

• 1 -2 week course
• Day or evening
classes
• Job placement
269-6060
154 Patchen Drive
Suite 97
Lexington,KY

"I think
Michigan Is
after us
because the
last time we
met we got
the upset"
— Amy Clements,
senior runner

Michigan was third in the nation a
year ago.
Coach Rick Erdmann said the big
key to the teams' success this weekend is the underclassmen.
Last week, two freshmen, Jamie
King and Mandy Jones, stepped up
for Eastern and placed First and fifth,
respectively.
"It's a little bit deceiving,"
Erdmann said.
He said the players were started at
ten minute intervals, which isn't the
normal formal.
"this weekend will determine
(where we are)," Erdmann said. "It
will be a little different ball game."
Wright State, Xavicr and the
University of Dayton will also be
running al the meet.
The men will also be competing at
Miami University, but it will be a dual

Mil

R E N T - I O - C W N
717 Big Hill Ave
Beside Dairy Queen
624-0750

IJoom Boxes

on Selected Items
such as
Microwaves
VCR's

ir

V£

Rugged Leather,
Cushion Insole,
Steel Shank
Perfect Fit!

TELFORD

YMCA

Sauna • Steam Room • Ne* Whirlpool
• Women's Exercise • Fitness Testing •
STEP/LOW AEROBICS
INDOOR POOL
Water Exercise/Aerobics
NEW RUNNING TRACK
TWO GYMS
NEW RAQUETBALL COURT

portal*? TVs

FW:

scored victories over the University of
Kentucky.
■ But this weekend will be the real
test, especially for the women's meet
They will be competing against
squad, which will be competing'
against seven teams, including Miami and Michigan at the tourney.
Both teams will have the same
Michigan.
"I think it will be a good chance lo problem to overcome.
"Our big problem is depth,"
sec what we have as a team,"
Erdmann said.
Clements said.-

Facilities & Programs for All!
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THE
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1994 Colonels hope
to live up to Easterns
football tradition. C3

■ Put faces with the names of your
favorite Colonel football players with
the Progress' pull out graphic. C4&5

■ Eastern's kicker.
Marc Collins, works
double shift. C6
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Winning tradition bonds
past, present students
There were several factors
which led me to Eastern:
the classes I wanted to take,
its relatively close location to my
home in Johnson County and the
winning traditions in athletics.
It may sound crazy, making a
decision on which school to attend
based on how many games the
football team won, but I did.
Coming from a high school where winning was the
exception, I was more than ready to don the maroon
and white sweatshirts and hats, and yell and scream
for "Big E."
Mainly I was ready to root for the Colonel football
squad, which has proudly made the playoffs 14 of the
last 16 years.
. .
And I was ready to be a part of a university where
the students, teachers and alumni are a family.
There is something about winning that seems to
bring people together, a common bond that forms in
the stands but often extends farther than the gridiron
or hardcourts.
I realize this whenever 1 see a total stranger on the
golf course or in a shopping mall, and we talk like

Cover Photo: Carlo Stallings' 74-yard scoring touchdown run midway through the third
quarter brought the Colonels within a touchdown of Western last Thursday. Photo by
Jim Qulggins.
Team Graphic: Page C4 & 5. Artist Terry
Stevens captured the team using Adobe
Photoshop and OuarkXpress software.

GO
EKU

we've known each other for years
just because we both went to
Matt
Eastern.
McCarty
They ask how the school is
now, how the athletic teams are
doing and if certain professors are
still around.
From the
Eastern's alumni care about
Sand Trap
the school and want the traditions
of excellence, both in the classroom and on the playing field, to remain intact.
They show they care by giving back to the school
they love so much.
Thirty-four percent of Eastern's alumni donates
money to the university. That is the fourth highest percentage in the nation.
But that's not surprising when you realize Eastern
isn't simply a school; it's a community rich in tradition.
The people who experienced this tradition before
us knew how special Eastern was, and now they are
helping to ensure that we and students down the road
get the chance to be Colonels.
Because being at Eastern really is "a matter of
pride."
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PRE-GAME BASH
SATURDAY on the
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Steak & Beer $2
Happy Hour 3-6
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Beer $1
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624-8962

Expires 9/15/94

624-2828
455 Eastern Bypass Next to Super-1

. because your ears get hungry toolll
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Colonels have big shoes to fill in 1994
■ Kidd offers
recruits 'a chance
to be a winner'
By Matt McCarty
Sports co-editor

EKU TITLES
National
1979
1982

*
OVC
Fourteen trips to the playoffs in
Outright
the last 16 years, defending Ohio
1954 1967
Valley Conference champions, a
1968 1974
coach with 247 wins and two
1976 1981
national championships under its
1982 1983
belt. . V
It's hard to find a college foot1984 1988
ball team with a resume as
1991 1993
impressive as the one Eastern's
program has put together since the
Shared
formation of Division l-AA in
Photo submitted
1962 1986
1978.
RAM TOUGH—Former Colonel running back Tim Lester (32)
Eastern has a tradition of winbegins his third season as a member of the Los Angeles Rams.
ning that extends farther than the
players advance to the National Amcrican hon1978 campaign, dating back 1940 tenure as head coach.
Kidd. who is entering his 31st Football League.
ors last season,
and the first of three undefeated
Photo submitted
year as coach, has a record of 247
Twenty-seven players have he became the
seasons.
44th
Colonel
to
wins,
88
losses
and
eight
ties.
been
drafted
into
the
professional
A
TRUE
PATRIOT—New
England
Patriot Aaron
The second undefeated team
came in 1954 when the Colonels' Among active coaches, only two ranks, and many others have earn that recog- Jones is In his seventh season In the NFL.
nition.
8-0-1 season was highlighted by have more wins: Grambling's signed on as free agents.
It's impossible to talk about with preseason AH-American
The latest Colonel to be drafted
the team's first bowl appearance. Eddie Robinson with 388 and
Colonel
greats without mention- linebacker Carlos Timmons leadPenn
State's
Joe
Paterno
.with
was
Chad
Bratzke,
picked
by
the
They lost the Tangerine Bowl to
257.
New York Giants last spring. ing Wally Chambers. Chambers ing the defense and Perm State
the University of Omaha, 7-6.
It
is
the
winning
tradition
that
Bratzke has since made the New was an All-Amcrican in 1972 and transfer John Sacca anchoring the
The last undefeated season for
was voted the National Football offense.
Eastern was in 1982, the year of leads some players to Richmond York squad.
And if they have anything to
League's
"Defensive Rookie of
Bratzke
joins
a
half
dozen
where
they
have
the
chance
to
be
its last title, when the Colonels
say
about how this season will
other former Colonels in the pros. the Year" in 1973 as a tackle with
winners.
went 13-0.
unfold.
Eastern could reach the
The
other
six
are
John
Jackson,
the
Chicago
Bears.
Kidd
tells
potential
players,
"If
Eastern has captured 12 regular
The tradition of excellence is playoffs for an unprecedented
Myron
season Ohio Valley Conference you come to Eastern, you're Pittsburgh Steelers;
15th time.
tides outright, shared four OVC going to have a chance to play for Guyton, New England Patriots; expected to continue this season
tides and. with a 203-85-7 OVC a conference championship and Aaron Jones, New England
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ
record, ranks first in the all-time you're going to be in the national Patriots; Tim Lester, Los Angeles
playoffs, and you 're going to have Rams; David Wilkins. Atlanta
conference standings.
And all but one of the outright « chance to win a national cham- Falcons; and Tim McNamcc.
Arizona Cardinals.
tides and three of. the four shared pionship."
When Bratzke earned AllEastern has also had several
titles came during Roy Kidd's

\3fX,»o*

«**
&*

CORNER OF MAIN & COLLINS
RICHMOND, KY
(Downtown Beside the Sun Shoppe)

623-4840
**%*
****

7+
fc^°»^

■

'Student Check Cashing*
►XXXXXXXXXXXXXXIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX**
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Eastern Roster
No.
1
2
3
4
5
8
9
11
12
14
IS
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
29
30
33
35
36
37
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
52
53
54 55
56
58
59
60
61
62
63 .
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72 73
74
75
76
77
78
79
81
82
83
85
86
87
89
90
91
92
94
95
96
97

Name
Joe S. Smith
Danny Thomas
Dedric Campbell
Sheldon Walker
Bobby Washington
Maurice Haynes
John Sacca
K. Joe Smith
Greg Couch
Ron Jones
Marc Collins
Jason Woodside
Keith Long
Brian Brenneman
Eric Gay
Fcrlando Wilson
Robert Bouldin
Augie Marks
Corey Clark
Jonas Hill
Chris Guyton
Alphoaus Lamar
DeShan Handley
Greg Johnson
William Murrell
John Wright
Duane Gordon
Bob Head
Carlo Stallings
Kevin Hollis
Clifford Posey
Luke Morton
»
Chris Federmann
Bryan Dickerson
Carlos Tinunons
Ronnie Bell
Britt Bowen
JoeGanns
Tony McCombs
Cas Jessee
Victor Hyland
Joel Woods
Brian Hershner
Anthony Johnson
DaLonLee
Loyd Baker
Aaron Cox
Roosevelt Givens
Chris Prewitt
James Hand
Malt Childress
Brent Rhoades
Jason Combs
Reggie Myrtil *
Drew Haeberle
John Goddard
Mike Bowlin
D.J. Fain
Jeremy Andrew
Brandyon Brantley
Mike Gentry
SonTran
Jason Worley
Josh Slager
Roger Orlandini
Clark Longhofcr
Aaron Anderson
Chris Whitefield
Rondel Menendez
Dialleo Burks
Sal Davis
Brent Busson
David Hoelscher
Tony DeGregorio
Cary Williams
Shannon Arnett
Shane Balkcom
David Forman
Jason Dunn
Jason Turner

Ht.
6-2
5-10
5-10
5-11/r
5-8
6-L
6-2
6-1
6-1
6-1
6-5
6-1
5-11
6-1
5-10
5-10
5-11
5-9
6-0
5-11
6^
5-10
5-8
6-1
5-9
5-11
6-2
6-1
6-0
6-2
5-11
5-11
5-9
6-1
6-1
5-9
6-2
5-9
6-3
6-3
6-0
6-3
6-0
6-0
6-2
6-3
6-1
6-0
6-1
6-1
6-1
6-2
6-2
6-3
6-2
6-5
6-1
6-5
6-1
6-3
6-2
6-2
6-8
6-1
6-6
6-2
5-9
6-4
5-10
6-3
6-1
6-2
6-6
6-3
6-1
6-3
6-4
6-2
6-5
6-3

Wt.
196
170.
155
21'0
164
200
210
190
196
215
211
196
180
175
196
180
196
155
185
190
195
170
156
175
180
175
238
184
220
224
222
196
217
260
234
217
215
190
205
240
210
262
285
244
235
268
265
285
230
264
270
286
281
270
260
245
196
274
240
264
281
278
280
270
273
245
161
261
160
182
202
205
230
210
250
260
260
235250
210

Pos.
Cl.
Jr.
DB
Fr.
WR
Fr.
DB
Jr.
SS
Fr.
FL
Jr.
DB
Sr.
QB
Fr.
QB
So.
QB
Sr.
QB
P-PK
Jr.
DB
So.
Jr.
DB
Fr.
WR
TB
So.
Fr.
DB
So.
TB
WR-DB
Fr.
Fr.
DB
Fr.
FB
So.
DB
Fr.
DB
Fr.
DB
Fr.
DB
Fr.
TB
Fr.
PK .
Fr.
LB
So.
DB
Jr.
FB
Fr.
LB
Fr.
FB
Fr.
LB
Fr.
LB
Sr.
FB
Sr.
LB
Jr.
LB
Fr.
LB
Jr.
DB
LB
So.
Sr.
DE
So.
LB
Sr.
C
Fr.
OG
So.
LB
Jr.
DE
Jr.
OG
Jr.
DT
Sr.
DT
So.
DT
Jr.
OG
Sr.
DT
So.
OT
Jr.
OT
Fr. .
OG
Fr.
OT
DT
So.
Sr.
C
So.
OT
DT
Fr.
So.
OG
Sr.
OG
So.
C
Fr.
OT
Fr.
C
So.
OT
OT
Fr.
Fr.
SE
Jr.
TE .
WR
Fr.
SE
Jr.
Jr.
SE
TE
So.
DE
Fr.
Fr.
TE
Fr.
DT '
Jr.
DT
Jr.
DE
Jr.
DE
-Jr." -'.TE ■ ■
Fr.
DE

EKU COL
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LONELS
L

BOWUN

COMBS

DUNN

WASHINGTON

LUCK
COLONELS!

Samtord Roster
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
11
12
13
14
IS
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
61
62
66
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
77
78
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
92
94
96
97

Name
Scott McFaddcn
Shane Crask
Dawson Ingram
Ryan Lusk
Mike Poner
Cory O'Neal
Ban Yancey
^
Scon Holmes
Scott Thompson
Ron Green
Jody Roberts
Jake Rackley
Tom Call
Mike Cain
Hank Stewart
Jell Morris
Chris Vest
Dudley Hill
Eric Turner
Anthony Jordan
Kidd McGhee
Damian Hincs
Nathan 1\i tor
Lamont Shaw
David Brown
Carl Jones
Tyler Master
Nick Peeples
Mike Howell
Ray Brown
Joe Acklin
Carlion Golden
Shawn Williams
Seth Joyner
Billy Payne
ChadMcGehee '
Moses Stone
Derek Sialey
Bobby Emerson
Jeff Hannah
Jeremy Perkins
Jason Wold
Jahmaal Byrd
Brad Mangus
Jarvis Holmes
Jason Watts
Mark Sharpe "
Robert Dean
Chad Mobley
Scott Mansell
Steve Wilson
Brendon Alexander Scott Curry
Lance Mattes
Jermaine Duckworth
Bill Ballew
Tom Pappas
Jamie Peterson
Adrian Harris
Antonio Love
Caldwell Hartley
Jonathan Gibson
Pearlie Harris
Mike Smith
Will Burgess
Steven Kallaher
Craig Falanga
Chris Phoenix
Scott Knox
Jamie Perkins
Robbie Gibbons
John Autry
Phillip Duvall
Garlan Gudger
Travis Thatcher
Jon Schneider
Jon Vemon
Mike Dale

Ht.
.5-10
6-4
6-0
6-1
5-7
5-11
5-11
6-3
6-5
5-10
5-10
6-0
6-1
6-3
6-0
5-10
6-0
5-7
6-0
5-10
5-10
5-10
5-11
5-10
5-9
5-8
6-0
5-9
5-11
6-0
5-11
6-0
6-0
5-11
6-0
5-9
6-3
5-10
6-0
6-2
6-1
5-10
5-11
6-1
6-2
6-1
6-3
6-0
• 5-11
6-3
6-5
" 6-2
6-0
6-2
6-0
6-2
6-0
6-1
6-1
5-11
6-3
6-2
6-2
6-3
6-5
6-2
6-2
6-2
6-2
6-4
6-1
6-1
5-10
o*-3
6-2
*
6-4
6-5
6-2

Wt.
Cl.
174
Sr.
200
So.
So.
186
180
FT.
150
So.
204
Jr.
174
So.
203
Jr.
225
Jr.
165
Sr.
173
Sr.
175
So.
225
Jr.
173
Fr.
183
Fr.
170
So.
160
Fr.
150
Fr.
So.
189
192
Sr.
197
So.
200
Sr.
171
Jr.
175
Fr.
160
Fr.
160
Fr.
175
Fr.
170
Fr.
175 . Fr.
Sr.
235
164
Fr.
201
Sr.
222
So.
180
Fr.
Fr.
220
170
Fr.
230
Fr.
204
So.
Sr.
225
250
So.
Sr.
215
168
Fr.
185
Fr.
220
Sr.
Fr.
205
216
Fr.
210
Fr.
So.
265
Sr.
231
220
Sr.
Fr.
268
205
Fr.
234
Jr.
274
Jr.
254
Sr.
Fr.
300
269
Fr.
260
Sr..
275
Jr.
250
So.
271
Jr.
272
Jr.
So.
251
247
So.
305
Fr.
Fr.
220
180
Fr.
180
Fr.
227
Fr.
250
Jr.
242
So.
Fr.
200
171
Fr.
185
Fr.
237
Fr.
236
Fr.
254
Sr.
220
Jr.

Pos.
WR
QB
K
CB
WR
LB
QB
P
TE
WR
CB
QB
PK
QB
LB
FS
QB
WR
CB
WR/TB
P
TB
WR
CB
CB.
TB
WR
RB
PK
•
FB
SS
SS
FB
FS
LB
PK
DE •
RB
DE
DE
LB
DB
FB
LB
LB
LB
OG
OL
NG
OLB
NG
DT
C
C
OG
OT
DT
OT
OG
OG
OG
OT
DT
OG
OT
OLB
WR
WR
TE
TE
TE
TE
DB
WR
DE
OLB,
DT
OLB

a

-

•

•

•
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Eastern's kicking load
rests on one man's foot
By Leslie Deckard
Staff writer
This season junior kicker Marc Collins will be putting
his best foot forward for the Colonel football team.
Last season Collins put up impressive numbers as the
Colonel place kicker, finishing the season 13 for 18 in
field goal attempts and 37 for 38 in extra points. He was
also a second-team AII-OVC choice last season.
This season Collins is taking on the extra chore of
punung.Western marked the first time he had ever had
both responsibilities.
In Coach Roy Kidd's opinion, the punt is the most
important aspect of the game because it establishes field
position.
"I have great confidence in Marc's punting abilities.
He is the best we have." (Cidd said. ".'Every time 1 send
Marc out to kick I know he will do his best."
And doing his best is a creed Collins tries to live by.
"Last season I missed Five field goals and this season
I want to improve on that," he said.
Collins, a Crestview Hills native, chose Eastern
because it was close to home and it allows his parents to
Progress/JIM QUIGGINS
watch him in action.
Collins credits his parents for their support while he KICKIN' IT UP—Marc Collins is optimistic about
the 1994 football season, taking on all of the
was growing up.
"I just want to repay my parents for sending me to responsibilites of place kicker and punter.
kicking camps while I was growing up," he said. "I want
watching movies and just hanging out with the guys.
to do my best tor them."
Collins has an optimistic outlook for the 1994 version
Collins enjoys giving something back as well. During
the summer, he likes helping out in kicking camps for of the Colonel football team.
"Wc are a veteran team," he said. "I think we will do.
children.
Off the field, Collins enjoys listening to music. really good."

Single Tanning Visit
$2.50
(with coupon)
Expires: 9-30-94
.Total Bgdy_Tahnin_g_
Ask about our
student rates
& payment

All Tie Dye
25% OFF

I tol ln| |o| |a| |o| |o| |n| !□! |i I |n| |n| |n| |n| |o| |o| |o| |n| |

TLE

(Across from Telford YMCA)

623-8265
624-5415
M-F 6AM-8PM
SAT6AM-3PM
Closed Sunday

Maxine Patton, Owner

O

624-9351

TRY
1424 East Main Street
Richmond

m
tO

plans!!!
636 University Shopping Ctr.
Visa, Master Card & Discover Card

Country
Kettle

RESTAURANT

'|3|

CD

i

RoyKidd
Stadium
EKU By-Pass

Gibson
Bay

Richmond
Mall

**FREE DELIVERY**
(with $5 minimum order)
Homemade Country Cooking
.,• Buffet Daily
• Catering Available .
, . ,•> - • -.-,-.-

■/•■.■.■„■ -*

W.
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Timmons
hits classes
head-on
By Don Perry
News editor
Carlos Timmons is more than an
Eastern football player, last year's
team defensive player of the year or
defensive team captain this season.
Timmons is an Eastern student.
Although football is important to
Timmons, he said education was his
No. 1 goal.
"I try to avoid a football player's
stereotype," Timmons said "People
think football players have it easy,
Progress/ BRETT DUNLAP
but really they don't"
Timmons said he* had *lo work ALL-AMERICAN STUDENT—Pre-season All-American Carlos
twice as hard as some people Timmons' No. 1 goal Is to earn his degree.
back at Eastern, helped convince
because he had to juggle his studies sport has become a part of his life.
and football.
"I can't imagine not playing foot- him to make the trip to Richmond.
He said his desire to be the best
Whether he is describing "the big ball," Timmons said.
hit against Middle Tennessee last
He said sports have always been has helped him achieve success both
on and off the football field.
year" or talking about making hon- an important part of his life.
"I want to be the best at whatever
ors in his accounting classes,
"My whole family are sports
I do," Timmons said. "It has been
Timmons remains certain his future fanatics," Timmons said.
His interest in football began real competitive and real nice," he
lies in the degree he will be receivwhen he stepped onto the field for said of playing at Eastern.
ing next spring.
Timmons said he will always be
"Without an education I would the first lime in middle school, and
not have a life after football," has remained on the field ever since. grateful for his experience as a
Timmons came to Eastern from Colonel football player.
Timmons said.
"I have done something a lot of
High
School
in
Although Timmons said educa- HernandO
tion was a top priority, he said after Brooksville, Fla., where his coach, people have not had the'chance to
U years of playing football, the Rodney Bird, a former defensive do," Timmons said.

Welcome Back
§* Students
iUll Now Open
Animal House Pets
686 University Shopping Center
(Next To Winn Dixie)

625-1293
We cajry a full line of pet supplies,
as well as dogs, cats,
reptiles, ferrets, chinchillas,
marine and fresh water fish.
, Also, visit our Berea I oqation
at-Glades Road

986-4547

Student Discount
Present a valid student I.D. and receive
a 10% student discount card.

14" ONE'lTEM PIZZA

$4.99

CAMPUS
ONLY

14" ONE ITEM PIZZA
& ONE DOZEN WILD WINGS

$8.99

CAMPUS
ONLY

12" TWO ITEM PIZZA
& TWO DRINKS

$5.99

624-8600

*P

V0UNG sn,0ev
• Flexible schedule
Close to campus
• Great working environment
• Apply in person
140 E. Main St. (Next to O'Rileys)

^mm

CAMPUS
ONLY

Vj
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THE BIG HIT—
Defensive
back Chris
Guyton tackled
Western's i
Antwan Floyd
during
Eastern's 2421 loss to the
Hllltoppers
Thursday.
Guyton and
the rest of the
Colonels will
try to even
their season
mark Saturday
night as they
host Samford.

Now Open
for Lunch
11a.m.-2 pjn.

Progress/
JIMQUIGGINS

Cooked to order food at fast food
prices. Richmond's best 1/2 lb.
gourmet burger.
623-7341

Hardeer

BIG DELUXE

TM

JUST

990

Limited time only at

Hardens:
520 Eastern By-Pass
107 S. KeenelandDr.
Richmond, KY
Owned & Operated By Revel Enterprises, Inc.

IMEWS
Garth Brooks in
Pieces (Liberty: 463-745
Gin Blossoms

Billy Joel"

nivor Of

Meat Loat
Moll III

■

Phil Collint ' i '■!.(.',
Hits LIVP i A'l .•
Vine* Gill t Still •
r\ Vou 1MCA1
4*6*371
RE M.

Automatic For

BRM I

448-S??

The Bodyguard
-Ong Sodtf* (Arista)
44J>159
Kfnny G
■ Anna)

-v.. ut ,,>■ ,
44A-142

Blir* Melon

44 NOW
Alan Jackson A Lot
About Livm (Ai»d A Liltk'
Bout L.nv*>) (At .■ |

. . 447.458
Eric Clapton
Unplugged

■)

445*633

Soul Aaylum Grave
Dancers Union
Xo*umbiai
445*610

!

Bad|HrH,F iEMI)444-605
Guna N Rose*
Your Illusion I (GeMen)

O

442*067

White Zombie

la

C]

442-079

Seiiorrislo iC>>" ■

The Allman Brothers
Band Wham H AH
BegislEpic,
462*034

Outkaat

Incognito

dmgs
477-489
Sarah McLachlan
Fumbling To A I
47>309

Sad* I ovo Deiuio
(Epm
449*439
Nirvana
(DGC)

New

Colim Raye
iFpi,

442*046

Mary Chapin Carpenter
Come On Coo ■
(Columbia)
440*660

Enya

Aretha Franklin Grt
HrlllAnMai
47>371

Tom Braxton
ILaFace)

Vanoua Artials MTV
P.irty to (io Vol 4
Featuring Tho Red Mol
. C En
Vogue t'le (Tummy
478-628

Domino i Rsl DelJam
I i

Babytace

James
I Mercury i

43I-;213

■■■■■'■■■

'

Or Ore The Chronic
(Death How Inlerscopet
d
461-970

Color He BeOd
Time
And Cr '
((ii.ti'l Hii|n-.f' 471*53?

CeCePematon
Though! Ya Knew
4t7»M0

Luther Vandtoee
Never let Me Go (Epic,
LVRecordJI
4S7-176

The Brand New
Heaviea hr >thei Si-.tr«i
. 478-M5

Oueen latifah
ii.gn

A Tribe Called Oueet
Midnight Marauders
iJivel
472460

Jade Jade To Tho Ma.
..
453-066

The Beat Of The
Village People
<•:.,'.
4/g.lJI

Haddaway

En Vogue Funky Divas
p'aslwest)
435*750

US3 Hand On The
Torch IBI."
471-342

Michael Jackaon
Dangerous (Fpicl
433-920

426*462

Patra

426-367

John Berrv (Liberty)
463-265

Ouy Osbourne - No
More Tea*!
■' .■ - .t.■■!
428-128

Frente MflA
Album (Mammolh
Allanfc)
48>693

Bonnie "Jem Luck Of
TneOraw (Capitol)
423*166

Elton John
(MCA)

H.ird To
n
476-176

Quoon or The

a 474409

471-466

| TO.

Boy- II Men Cooleyhignharmony (Motown)
424-754

All 4 One
(AtlanKi

Jodeci Diary Ol A
Mail Band
(Uptown MCA) 473-116

ShaquilW O Neal
■

470-427
Xacape Hummin
Comet Al Cha (So So
DeTCmumtjial 46B-S6I
Te.in Campbell
Ro.ldy (Qwosl) 468-744
Aaron Hall The Truth
"i Ai
466-025

MI - (*

Madonna The
Immaculate Collection
■■' isl
414-557

Peter Gabriel Shaking
The Tree (Gotten)
4 15-9*6

Guna N' Roeea
Chicago"*) Gn Hits
Appetite For Destruction • 1962 69 (Reprise)
(GelteniB
359-964
401-166

Mariah Carey
iCotumt.i

U2 'ii- Jushua Tree
Mn il
J54-149

N

The Police

Eddie Money

Aaron Neville The
Grand Tour IAAMI
•
457-200

AC/DC BaiK In Black
i Atlantic I
30*.-045

477.166

'.' 'town)
474-2S6

Fourpl.i,
Stw Sheets < Warner
ros I
464*578

Red Hot Chill Peppers
Blood Sugar Sen
Magi*.*1/, i

-

Zhane

466*516

For The

Cypreaa Hill Black
Sui i r, IRuffl i usa
Columbain
46J-586

464-222

;

(Columbia)

4»4-34U

Robin S Show Me^ovr.
tBg B«m Amur I 463-W2

mat

K7 Swing H.IIM Swing
I Tommy Boy I
474-0**

467*761

Neil Diamond" Up O"
rhefl ol Sot ga Pi tm

Pocket

Southern
"' CaT
480-103

Gang Starr

Jackson Brown* I m
469*783

AcMung Bab
Iby

u -

BE5JJ0BS

DANCE RAP
Snoop Doggy Dogg .
tliggyslym J)n,ith Row
< | 46 .-«55

NAS
. [3

' .Jm
Rapnaal 471-561

Watermark
431-403

Spin Doctor*
Full Of Kr,.
lEpcAssoci

Extren
473-025

Runaway

Hammer The FunRy
Headhunt™ ((■ .ir■
Reprisel
474-262

Various Artiata

ZZ fop rjrt Hits
tW.i'-u" Bros i 436*010

a

George Thorogood
And The Destroyer*

En Vogue

Johnny Cash

Reba McEnlirr
MyM-nd MCA
Nasrwiilei'
479*717

446-107
Din

Aerqamith Gat A Grip
rGetleo) *
458-075

'"ve|
476-115

U2

Alice In Chains

R&B

4<,8-232

Ni'w
I'nce
4Q737

(A4M|

R.it Oul Ot

.
PalBenatar

Beat

Duets
472-645

401-846

I-

•■.■.••■

t very
J4S-316

Jimmy Buffed Songs
Vou Know By Hoart
1MCA1D
339411

Boo Marley 8 The
Waiiere Legend Tuft
337457
Billy JoelTO Cm Mils
Vols t & 2 (Columbia)
336-396/396-390

Janet Jackaon RhyV n
r**on1814|A*M> js»eis
Prince The Hits l
■ Paisley Park) 466423
Dave Kol
(Capitol)

Aeroamith
(Getteni

Pump
388-009

Gd Hits
365-924

ANY 8 CDs OR 12 CASSETTES FORK
aeaajeeej^aajaa^aeaaaeajjaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaj
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and I m entitled
to this CO FREE'
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I Rush me these

Cassettes

*
#

I I am mxkmn ohaOi or mrjnay orojr lor St 50 itWs tc
I to* my hm V niMir plus $1 49 anrcamart chvoa i
Ptftsa anroli m# under trie tt'm* oulimod I agree
| to buy 8 ■atootena. at laouw Cu> pnoaa, «*> the neii 3
i yaan and mty canow rriirrOerihc anytime ^aV dong to
J A tfitppro/t«noV^ cnaroa -s addH » eacn -f^rm*

_
.
9

□ Also sand my first selection for up
to a 60". discount <• r*v<osae ar arMtonat
payment o* 13 48 tier need v, _^^^^^^_^^^^^^_
Buy only 7 mom imitead o> 8) el

This discount purchase also entitles me to
these 2 extra cassettes FREE!

^

Tin; inusi<
Mike
most ts
CHECK ONLY 0*

is- ism
T&Om*

o>Oeyee Meaataatekceie? (01) UYae JNo

De yeu heea • VCBT (04) JYe» JNo

Oo yen hne • craaH ceier? 1031 UV«UNO

SawXetiine*72£7&l!&'!T5SFc£2m*\7Ii Ii JrJJkaeXarea
Xa»aea)fi»llei«eiia<l>aiai«>al»e/ae)iCO»

OIGISJ

53 iss $39 75
-eg $789'
Newsstand $156 35
26 >ss $1995
SI?

4

"T

i AfO Fao AfaM Hna.
*k»i«Mvaaan
X9B-8F-RN-RJ-RM

26 iss $26 50
(eg $52 95
V*
, ,• S' n

SI $17 97
teg $28

He*

vo

li ■ >;■■

12 ss $37 95
BW
'eg $46 95
v. land $140 25
27 iss $19 95 IW2

NEW REPUBLIC
HI

READTMS
MAGAZWE

•. Bin'

Auncm/Tn

50 iss $27 50
NK
'eg $3998
Newsstand $'25

18 iss $18
HI
Newsstand $54

2C iss $'7 95
■eg $25 95
Newsstand $62 90

1 ft $34 99
'eg $6997
.Newsstand $14' 60

Mail your order.or call\Toll Free 1-800-876-1213
Monday-Friday 8:00 am - 10:00 pm CST

1994 The Columbia House Company

COLUMBIA HOUSE, 1400 N Fnjrtndge Ave

■ ■ (^ IflC Enrol rr« ^ tr« Club unrjBr
^■^^ \0M0^9 tbt tarmt outlined hero
rva oxBtad Ow» or monay
ordar lor $1 86 iffiat s i c tor my frnu 8 CDs. p*u« $1 65
ihoprig anrj rmntry I tg/m to ouy 6 COt * mpm &Jo
ortm. n »• i-oa tvae team aw) •*■*» cancet mgrrMqhp
HT-rtfci oorgso

nmiDc

52 iss $1989
US
reg $39 75
News in • $■ I
.'0 ss $9 95
USZ

GOLF '

,:HANCL rQ Off MOff~£ MUSIC FREE1 See details

Setectloha with two number count ae two eetecttone—wrtte each number In a aeperete boa.

□ Rush me these

53 iss $28 97'
■eg $41 87
Newsslind $156 35
25 iss $13 75
NE2
'04 Si $57 20 NE4

M

458497

REO Speedw eg on
The Has (Epic) 387472
Patay Cllne
(MCA)

Miss $2995
S $59 50
and $'4?
33 SJ $1988
100 iss $59 95

Lucky Man
481448

Gloria Ealefan

i.I

New doers Only
52 iss $34 97
TV
Newsstand $46 26
26 iss $1997
TV2
Newsstand $23 14

•
•
•
a
•
a

HERE S HOW TO GET YOUR 8 CDs FOR 1e. .
• Just mail the coupon with check or money order tor $1 86 (thai s tc for
your 8CDsp*uj>$1 86 texx-ver shtppmg and hancanq)
• Vou agree to buy jusl sn more selections m the ne«t three yr.trr. ,it
regular Club prices currently $12 98 to $16 98 and you may cancel
membership at any time after doing so (A shipping and handling charge
will be added to each shipment)
• Free-Music Magazine sent every four weeks (up to 13 times a year)
describing the Regular Selection tor your listening interest plus
hundreds of alternates And Special Selection mailings up to six times a
year (total of up to 19 buying opportunities)
• Buy only what you want! If you want the Regular or Special
Selection* oo nothing-it will be sent automatically M youd prefer an
alternate selection or none at all |ust mail the response card alwsys
provided by the date specified
• You always have 10 days to decide; if not you may return the
Selection at our expense
• Mora Benefits. Mora Savings Beginning with your very first
maga/me you II save money on your favorite mutyc And after you fulfill
your membership obligation you II enjoy our nefc *Buy More Pay Less
bonus plan You may get a single CO for half prteaSS 99 or even S3 99
with every CD or cassette you buy al reCjOter^lublMice (shipping and
handling additional)
^*^*J
• 10-Day Fr»« Trial. Well send details of the Clubs operation with .
your introductory package If not satisfied, return everything within 10
days for a full refund and no further obligation
• Extra Bonue Offer: you may take one additional CD right now at the
super low price of S6 95 plus shipping and handling—and you are then
entitled to take an extra CD as a bonus FREE1 And you II receive your
discounted CO and your bonus CD with your 8 introductory selections—
V0 CDs in all'

11 HOW TO GET YOUR 12 CASSETTES FOR 1C..
'. • Just write in the numbers of the 12 cassettes you want and mail
# the coupon together with a check or money order for Si 50 (that's 1c lor
« your 12 cassettes plus St 49 enrollment charge )
a • You agree lo huy just eight more selections in the next Ihree years, al
• regular Club prices (currently $7 98 10 $10.98 plus shipping and
e handling) > and you may cancel membership al any time after doing so
e (A shipping and Handling charge will be added to each shipment)
a • Buy one—gat one free Bonus Plan. If you continue your
e membership after fulfilling your obligation, you M be eligible 'or our
* generous bonus plan It lets you gel one cassette free lor every one you
* buy al regular Club price (shipping and handling will be added)
■ • Otherwise the Club operates as desenbed above
• • 2 More Cassettes FREE. Choose your first selection now lor only
• $3 98 (thai s up to 60'o off regular Club pnees)—and your membership
' obligation is immediately reduced you then need buy only 7 more
(instead of 8)*n three years' AND this discount purchase also enlilies
So you can get 15 cassettes for less
# you to 2 extra cassettes FREE
than
the price of one1
#
# • If the Application is missing.
rjWTUining.«Jawitim write lo: Columbia House
9 1400 North Fruitndge Avenue
0nt^yrvlo^1^I4JBt.•
# Terre Haute Indiana 478111130

:TVfi

£

OH fzOftuUt tHAC^OiC #&&>

((KyidCI: simply fill in the codes for the magazines >ou wish to
order (eiample: NK for one >ear of NEWSWEEK) and drcll the "R"
if you are renewing. Print your name and address and mail today!
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Stale
College Student
>lilil (1(111

Zip

Year ol graduation li
Administrator
SC3226

3141

Srhoo/ Same

qior&nnzSD
- Lowest price or we will refund you lb* difference.
- Satisfaction or we will refund any unuaed portion
of a subscription ordered through USS.

VaiftHeHttKetfod:

'VISA

MASTKHCARD

AMEX

Card*
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Ptiil Cotllna Bolh
Sides (Allantic) 441452
The Crow'' Ong
Sndtrk Featuring
Panleia Slone "ample
Pilots etc (Atlantic/
Inlersr.ope)
474-230
Toad The Wei
Sprocket Dulcinea
■Colombia)
442-144
Julio Igleelae
(Columbia)

Ciary ■
4IMH

Collective Soul Hmls
Aiiogalions & Things
Loll Unsaid (Atlantic)
441414
Pretenders l an or "
The Indepenoenls (Sire
Warner Bios ) 440-245
Tiavie Trill Ten Feel
Tall And Bullelpiuot
{Warner Bros ) 490-244
Pern Tlllta
DeHISTellrl I I).i'ii.'
(Arista!
OTt-ott
.Sounda Of Blackneea
Africa To America
The Journey Ot The
Drum (A5M)
474-420

Nine Inch Nails -The
Downward Spiral (TVT'
I 'i
| • 13 47W39

COLUMDIA

HOU^E

Various Ani.is
Rhythm Cflunlry &
Blot <MC*1
474*636

Beck Mellow Gold
iDGClO)
476-721
"t SecondOng
Sndlrk featuring Reba
McEntue VinceGill etc
'.1. -\r. , I ,• .. 47V483
Confederate Railroad
Notorious rAllantic)
475-H4
Vannl Live At The
Acrnpolis (Prrvate
Music)
«7»17t
Gerald Altmght
Smooth (Arliinlic i
475-152
Richard Men Paid
Vacation (Capitol)
474.973
Neat McCoy No Doubt
About It (Atlantic)
474-«19

MUSIC
19 9 4

The BencHt/Freemen
Prefect IGIIPI 474-429

Puppat. Too
High To f>Kt (London)
474*221
MMI

SchintfltK't Us!"
Ong Sndlrtt (MCA)
47>796
C<Wfdlt»box (Maveftc".
SifWamen
46S«1>S
MavfMtch
Ong
Sndlrk Fealunng Chni
Blac« VtfKt? G* more
(Atlantic Na^hwillei
484-1JJ
'Crooklyn' Ong
■ - T - Vi A
483-68S
"Thj> Fltfifstonm"
Ong Sndt'« Fealunng
B 5?s Ciash Test
Dummies US3 elc
(MCA)
460-176

THE ART.

John Scofield A Pat
Metheny I Can See
Vour Mouie Fiom Meie
(Btue No*p)
477*670

fSOIT

IndtgoGirta Swamp
Ophelia (Epic) 477-323
Benedictine Monk■ Ot
Santo Domingo
-'
I riant ,Aigtrl) 477^)67

ussw

Sneryl Crow Tuesday
Nponi Music Club
476^31
(AIM)

Tha Black Crowes
Shake Your Money'
maker (American)
.
44Q-1I4
Paul McCartney AH
The Best iCapnoi)
469-776
Stavaa Ray Vaughan 4
Doubte Trouble The
Sky Is Crying (Epic)
42»»M
"Oraaaat"
(Pblydoi)

Ong Sndlrk
424-771

Garth Brooke No-"
Fences (Libeity)411-St7
Air Supply
(Anala)

Gn Hits
321-307
Duets
«71-6H.

Clay Walker
[Gun!)

A67-449

Tony Bennett
Ou( IC iljn t.-i

Sloppin
467-431

IteMMa Ethertdge
Yes I Am (Island)
464-7B3
Jimmy Buffvtt—Fruitcake* Title cut
Lono Palm Quietly Making tVors*.
Apocslypsv etc (MCAi
460-491

Venous Artists An
Men Are Brothers: A
Tribute To Curtis
Maytieid iWarner Bros )
474*165

Counting Crows—August 6
Everything After Roun\J here.
Mr Jones, more *(DGCi 467.-V44

Bonnie Railt— Longing In 1
Haarta love Snemkm Up On You.
You. etc (Capitol)
477-505

THE SCIENCE

The Beavia A Butlheed Eipenence
Fealunng Nirvana
Aflf06n.ith etc
(Garten)
472^52

The Breedere Last
Splash (Eleklra) 445-351
Danzig Thralf
DeamonsweetHve *
(AmencaniOi 442-333

Anthraa -■ Sound Ot
While Norse (Elektral
454-449
Sleepless In Seattle
-Ong
Ong Sndlrk
Sn
(Epic
Soundtra.
Toby Keith- (Mercury
Naahvrlle)'
454-315

Tori AmM Under The
. i
473-207
Soundgarden Super
!.nknown(AAMl 47S*16<

Pearl Jam- Ten (Eprc
AssiK-i.-Und
42H-433

George Strait Easy
Come Easy Go
MCA i
417-309

Randy Travis This Is
MM i Warner Bros )
477*463
Basis The Sweetest
Illusion (Epic)
477*331

John Michael
Uonlgomery Kiclun II
Up (Atlanlicl
47M57

M»cha«Bolton-Tlie
One Thing (Columbia)
470-305

Live Throwing Copper
(Radioactive)
474*362
Sammy Hagar
Unboied (GeHenl
476-107

Tom Pertly A Th»
lltartbiassaia Gn
HnslMCAl
474-411

Frank Sinatra
(Capitol)

Farm-Mr!! Take Me As
I Am (Warner Bros )
473*726

in

Gft»»n Dt«v—OooMie
(R»pna«)
476*549

Dwtgttl Yoakam This
T-ne r Repose l 4S6-413
Hg i ma
IWarner Bros ) 460-204

THE VALUE

Deep Foreet 1550
MUSKVEDIC)
459-479

Ace Ot Bee*

(Anala)

The Sign

eat-lot

Pan-era- Far Beyond
Driven (eastwest) H

4tt>tae

l*rvarv —In Utero
447-159
(DGC)

ANY 8 CDs OR 12 CASSETTES FORK
PLUS A CHANCE TO GET A4Qff£_MySlC FREE' Soo details
'Threesome" —Ong
Sndlrk (Epic Soundtra*)
476*4W.
Mornssev -'Vauihait &
|-(Sif«VRepnse)47t>341

Jlmi Hendrli The
Ultimate Eipenence
I MCA I
.
454-034

Joshua Kadi aon
Pajnaid DeWl
Serenade i SBK.
474*791

The Allman BrotherBand A Decade Of
Hrta 1969-79 (Polydorr430-439

§ m

o
>
3D
O

CLASSIC ROCK

H Kelly -l?-Pla;
*44t»«.78
(Jrve)
Bob Jamee Restless
(Warner Bros ) 474-30t
Elvis CoeteHo Brutal
Youth (Warner Bros )
474-144

Jimi Hendrli
(MCA)

Blues
440-202

Styi Classics Vol 15
|A»M)
3S4M4I

Elton John Goodbye
YeUov. Brick Road
(Polydor)
471-040
Elton John
(Potydor)

The Cars Greeteet
Hrta (Eleklra)
339-903
The Beat Of KanaaaS
iCBS Assoc I
327-742

Gn Hits
471-011

Rod Stewart Smg II
Aoam Hod Gn Hits
(Mercuryi
423-4Q2

Otna And Confused
Ong Sndlrk (Giant)
«*■> 444-546

The Very Beet Of The
Righteous Brothers
IJncnaaiad Melody
iVatvai
423-772

Roy OrtMaon- The A»
Time Hrls Vols 1 6 2
(CSP)
377-945
Fleet-rood Mac Gn
Hits (Warner Bros)
375-742

Eric Clapton I .me
Paces (PoyOor) 423-447

Journey a Ortatlll
HKa (Columbial 375-274

John Lennon Collection (Capitol)
405-304

SteppemvoH- 16 Gd
Hrts IMCAl
372-426

Philadelphia
Ong
Sndlrk Fealunng B
Springsteen N Young
P Gabriel etc (Epic
SounqTraM)
47t'929

Lynyrd Sfcynyrd
Skynyrd s Innyrds- Their
Gd Hrtt iMCAl 341-129

Jethro Tu»—Ongaial
Masters (Chrysaks)
340-315

Alice In Ctvelne Jar Of
Fl«s 'Columbial471479

Stone Temple PHots
Core (Atlantic) 453443

GuneN Roeee The
Spaghetti incident'
(Garten) 0
472-437

Vanoua Ads-t. <
Thread Songs Ot The
Eagles (Giant)

Unplugged (Eleklra)
464-775

Beet Ot The Doors 111
ektral 357-8167397412

Various Artists
Motown s 25 -1 Hits
From 25 Years (Mo
town) 319^9473*9-944
Eagles Gn Hits '71-75
(Eleklra)
247403
Grateful Dead- Sunk,
tons From The Closet
(Warner Bros ). 374-404
A Decade Of Steely
Dan (MCA)
341-073
Joe Cocker a Gn. Hits
(AAM)
320-411
Marvin Gaye a Qrt
MHa (Motown) 397-644.
The Beat Ot Blondie
(Chrysalis)
311-411
ealtHPapa Very
Necessary (Neil
Plateau/London!
.467437
Bryan Adams So Far
SoGood(A4Mlet7-7Jt

Creadence Cleerwatar
Revival Chronicle 20
Gd Hits (Fantasy)
304-049
America s Grt Hila
(Warner Bros ) 291-346

The Steve Miller Band
Grt Hrls 1974-78
iCaprlol)
290-171
Eegtee Hole! Castor
nia lAaytum)
244 til
Hell(Epic|

BalOutOI
279-133

Rage Against Tha.
Machine (Epic/
Associated) Oi 451-134

i a Gn. Hrta
(ColumOia)
2tt.t64
Jania Joplin s Gn Hits
(Columbia)
231470

264-209

Jemes Taylor's Gn.
Hue iWamerBroe)
291-302

Bob Dylan a On. Hrts
(Columbia)
134444

Beat Of The Oooblaa
IWama Bros) 291-271

Bad Company lOFrom
6(Allantici
341-313

Hole live Through
This (DGC) f 479-tM

The Cranberries—
Everytxidy Else Is Dong
II So Why Can I We'
(Island) "
444454

Celine Dion -The
Colour Ol My Love (550
MusicyEpic)
447442

Aladdin
Ong
Sndlrk (Wan Disney
Records)
453-167

Jim Croce- PholoSaphs & Memories
rt HrtslSassl 246-411

Simon 4 Gartunkel s
Greeteet Hits
(Columbia)
214-477

Boelon(Epc)

Brooks 4 Dunn Hard
Workin Man (Ariata)
454425

Marian Carey MUSK
Boi (Columbia) 446-435

Creen Teet Dummies
God Snuffled He Feet
(Anala)
470-474
DuranDuran
(Caprloll

455450

Patty Lovassea- -Only
What I Feel (Epc)
464437
Sting Ten Summoner s
Tales iA»Mi
Elton John Gn Hits
1976-66 (MCA) 440-363
Paert Jam—Vs
(EpK)
465-427

IB Coniwna aipftot tynca wl-ch may be objectionable to some members

Drive

In

624-2018

613 Big Hill Ave.

Let Us
Bring It
To You!
Ask About Daily Specials

COMBO MEAL DEALS

sa

Jet Burger .
French Fries
Med. Drink

Extra-Long Coney
Onion Rings
Med. Drink

Chicken Sandwich
French Fries
Med. Drink

$**97

$059

$089

2

3

3

NO WAITING-CALL IN ADVANCE 624-2018
JET DRIVE IN

DRINKS

01

NO WAITING!
CALL IN ADVANCE

624-2018

LG. (01)1.1 8
MED. .94
HOT DOGS & CONEYS
EXTRA-LONG CONEY
EX-LONG CHEESE CONEY

1.79
2.07

REGULAR CONEV

1.09

% REGULAR CHEESE CONEY

J

1.37

HOT DOG

W

.94

• All Con.yt Mjcia With Onion* ft Chill

JET BURGERS
''U- '

1.5b

MATOI

SM .80

CHERRY COKE
ROOT BEER
SPRITE
MELLOW YELLOW
MR. PIBB
PINK LEMONADE
FLOATS & FROSTIES

'

.99

c-.

I.ob

r*\j. iJ i ONION

1 .bb

SLUSH

I .3D

CHERRY • GRAPE • ORANGE • LIME
80
* 94
1 18

NU.

l!U. * TOW

JUMBO JET BURGER

2.03

MINI BURGER

.94

JET SPECIALS
CHUCK WAGON

2.12

MAYONNAISE. LETTUCE ft TOMATO

PORK SANDWICH

2.59

MAYONNAISE , LETTUCE ft TOMATO

CHICKEN SANDWICH

2.36

MAYONNAISE . I ET IUCt ft K'MAIO

FISH SANDWICH

1.79

FILET OF FISH ON A TOASTED BUN WITH
SHREDOeO LETTUCE ft TARTAH SAUCE

GRILLED CHEESE

.1.18

ON TEXAS TOAST WITH PICKLES

CHILI PIE W(TH CORN CHIPS 4 CHEESE "
CORN DOG WITH M.iSTAnn

.99
.99

MADE WITH YOUR FAVORITE DRINK

SIDE ORDERS
ONION RINGS
FRENCH FRIES '
TATQR TOTS
CAJUN FRIES
JALAPENO PEPPERS

1.18
.94
.94
1.04
.30

DESSERTS
A DISH OF

.80

VANILLA" CHOCOLATE OH TWIST

BANANA SPLIT 1.98 W/NUTS 2.22
TURBO
1.56

SM

SUNDAES

1.27

CHOCOLATE' STKAWHt-HHY • PINEAPPLE
•BUTIERSCOTCH

LG
1.38
1.18
.76
80
35
.35

l( tne lood or service is not satisfactory please
inform the management .
Tharfk You.
Jet Drive In

Call In...Try Our New

Delivery Service
JET DRIVE-IN
613 BIG HILLAVE.

LG

Dnnk Refills 1 2 Price

1.84

VANILl A • CHOCOLATE • BANANA
• STRAWBERRY • PINEAPPLE •
BUTTERSCOTCH • CHERRY • PEANUT BUTTER

'

MED
FRESH LIMEADE
1.00 1.14
ICED TEA
80 94
HOT COFFEE
. ..SM .57 LG
MILK
WATER
.
4CE

SNICKI H. '.no. PEANUT BUTTER ■
•BUTTEnflNCiER-MftM

MALTS & SHAKES 99 LG

MED

